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In this dissertation, we consider an important problem of wireless sensor network (WSN) 
routing topology inference/tomography from indirect measurements observed at the data 
sink. Previous studies on WSN topology tomography are restricted to static routing tree 
estimation, which is unrealistic in real-world WSN time-varying routing due to wireless 
channel dynamics.  We study general WSN routing topology inference where the routing 
structure is dynamic. We formulate the problem as a novel compressed sensing problem. 
We then devise a suite of decoding algorithms to recover the routing path of each 
aggregated measurement. The algorithm’s complexity is analyzed and provided. Our 
approach is tested and evaluated though both simulations and a real-world testbed. WSN 
routing topology inference capability is essential for routing improvement, topology 
control, anomaly detection and load balance to enable effective network management and 






1.1 Background and Motivation 
Wireless sensor networks (WSNs) have been fundamentally changing today’s 
practice of numerous scientific and engineering endeavors, including studies of 
environmental sciences, ecosystems, natural hazards, accurate agriculture, and smart 
building, by enabling continuous monitoring and sensing physical variables of interest at 
unprecedented high spatial densities and longtime durations [1-5].  
Network inference – also known as network tomography or inferential network 
monitoring – studies how to efficiently reconstruct the network structure (e.g., routing 
topology) and important dynamics (e.g., link performance, load balance) of large-scale 
networks from indirect measurements when direct measurements are either unavailable 
or impractical to collect due to resource constraints [e.g., 6-17]. As WSNs are growing 
rapidly in both size and complexity, it becomes increasingly critical to monitor the WSN 
structure and dynamics and identify any internal problems using indirect measurements 
obtained at the WSN sink(s). Such network inference capability is essential for routing 
improvement, topology control, anomaly detection and load balance, enabling effective 
management and optimized operations for deployed WSNs consisting of a large number 




Compared to network inference for wire line networks, WSN inference has its 
unique challenges because of the severe resource limitations (e.g., battery power, 
bandwidth, memory size, and CPU capacity) of tiny sensor nodes. Most environmental 
and natural hazard monitoring WSNs are deployed in harsh or even hostile environments 
such as mountainous areas, hilly watersheds, forests, volcano areas, and oceans, and thus 
the battery replacement for sensor nodes is usually impossible. Most existing research on 
WSN tomography has concentrated on link loss and delay monitoring [18-22], with the 
assumption that routing topology is given a priori. On the other hand, studies on WSN 
topology tomography are few and restricted to static routing tree estimation [23, 24], 
which is unrealistic and problematic in real-world WSN deployments/applications where 
routing topology is time-varying due to wireless channel dynamics such as fading and 
interference. This lack of investigation into realistic and dynamic WSN routing topology 
inference/tomography may significantly undermine the foundation and values of the 
works on WSN loss/delay tomography.  
 
1.2 Major Contributions 
In this thesis, we study the general WSN routing topology inference for dynamic 
routing structure which is random and time-varying. To our knowledge, very little 
research on network inference addresses the challenge of time-varying routing topology 
structure. This work intends to bridge this important gap.  
Routing topology model and problem formulation 
We address the recover problem of finding the routing topology for a given 




edge label values. We model the routing topology as a directed Augment ‘Tree’ (A-
‘Tree’) by introducing the concept of ‘shortcuts’. Inspired by the recent breakthrough of 
compressed sensing (CS) theory [24-28], we formulate the problem as a novel 
compressed sensing problem. We also point out one main challenge of the topology 
inference is the tie situation. An edge labeling function is designed to reduce at least half 
possibilities of ties.  
Sequential routing topology recovery algorithms 
We devise a suite of decoding algorithms to recover the routing path of each 
aggregated measurement at the sink based on the assumption that data/measurement 
packets are received at the sink in sequence. The routing paths of the packets will be 
recovered in the order that they arrived at the sink. The recovery algorithms (PS-RTR and 
S-RTR) are dependent on single or multiple measurement metrics respectively. A fast 
version of recovery algorithm (FS-RTR) is also given. The advantages and disadvantage 
of each algorithm are given and their complexities are analyzed.  
Non-sequential routing topology recovery algorithms 
Recovery algorithms are also developed for the WSNs in which the order of 
received packets at the sink may not necessarily reflect the real sequential property of the 
received packets. If the parent node’s packet has not arrived and its new wireless links 
have not been recovered yet, there could be more than two wireless links considered as 
the new wireless links introduced by the routing path for the child node. Such sequential 
uncertainty in routing topology inference could be handled by the Non-Sequential 




Sequential Routing Topology Recovery (FNS-RTR) algorithm. The complexity of each 
algorithm is given and the empirical study results are shown. 
Non-sequential routing topology recovery algorithms for incomplete packet set 
 Furthermore, we discuss the solution for the scenario that the packets from some 
sensor nodes are missing in a collection cycle or the WSN contains some relay nodes 
which only forward packets but do not generate their own packets. The Non-Sequential 
Routing Topology Recovery algorithm for Incomplete packet sets (INS-RTR) is 
recovered for any routing path from a source node that traverses one or more missing 
nodes. The recover results of our INS-RTR algorithm for the packets from a real-word 
testbed is given and analyzed. 
Routing topology update algorithm 
 Finally, we consider how to recover the dynamic WSN routing topology more 
efficiently with the knowledge of the historical recovered wireless links. The Routing 
Topology Update (RTU) algorithm is developed to recover the routing path of each 
packet on real-time. The topology change will be detected and recovered immediately 
when the sink receive a packet contain different info with its previous routing path for the 
same sensor node. The performance of this algorithm is exanimated by the real-world 
testbed data with different historical wireless links strategies and size limit. 
 
1.3 Organization 
This thesis is organized as follows. The following Chapter 2 describes related 
work and points out their relations with our work. Chapter 3 gives the network topology 




formulation. Chapter 4 presents sequential recovery algorithms in a single data collection 
cycle and their complexity analysis. Chapter 5 shows how the non- sequential recovery 
algorithms work. Chapter 6 gives the recover solution for the incomplete collection 
cycles. Chapter 7 develops the update algorithm to recover the dynamic WSN topology 





2 RELATED WORK 
 In this chapter, we will give more details of related work and point out their 
relations with our work as shown in Figure 2.1.  
 
 
Figure 2.1 Relations among related works 
 
In general, related works can be categorized into two independent areas: Network 




Section 2.2 respectively. According to our research interests, NI could be divided 
into two directions, network topology and other network dynamics (e.g., link 
performance, load balance). Most network topology researches in NI focus on how to 
reconstruct static network topologies, while we study a more general routing topology 
inference for dynamics routing topologies that are random and time-varying. On the other 
hand, the literatures on the works of CS could be categorized by the types of 
measurement matrices: random or deterministic. To the best knowledge of the author, all 
proposed CS recovery algorithms treat both kinds of measurement matrices as known 
measurement matrices. However, we will reconstruct the measurement matrix during the 
recovery process instead of knowing it in advance (unknown measurement matrices). In 
our work, we connect the two areas (NI and CS) by formulating the dynamic network 
topology inference problem as a novel CS problem.  Some other researches which also 
apply the traditional CS concepts in the area of NI are reviewed in Section 2.3. 
 
2.1 Network Inference 
Network inference – also known as network tomography or inferential network 
monitoring – studies how to estimate the internal characteristics of the network from 
indirect measurements when direct measurements are either unavailable or impractical to 
collect due to resource constraints. Since our work will focus on the routing topology, the 
literature work of this area will be studied in two directions: how to efficiently 
reconstruct the network structure (e.g., routing topology) and how to infer other 




will pay more attentions to the researches on the network inference for WSNs due to its 
unique challenges compared with wire line networks. 
 
2.1.1 Network topology inference 
Network coding is used for the network topology inference in [7,8]. The authors 
of [7] inferred the network topology by sending probes between sources and receivers. 
According to the packets the receivers get (different source packets, or the results of 
network coding operation at intermediate nodes), tree topologies could be recovered by 
hierarchical clustering algorithm and directed acyclic graphs (DAGs) could be 
reconstructed by merging 2-by-2 subnetwork components. In [8], the authors estimated 
network topology via a distributed random network codes proposed by Ho et al. [9], in 
which each node performing random linear operation on incoming packets to get 
outgoing packets. An identity matrix is sent by the source (each row is a packet) and a 
transfer matrix will be received by the receiver. The network topology could be estimated 
based on a theorem that different networks have distinct transfer matrices with high 
probability. This paper only gave the proof of the theorem but did not show the 
implementation of the decoder since the complexity is high to get all transfer matrices 
when the network size is large. Except network coding, other methods were also used to 
infer network topologies. For instance, the authors of [10] designed topology inference 
algorithms based on the integration of both end-to-end packet probing measurements and 
trace route type measurements to achieve best accuracy. 
Few studies have been done on WSN topology tomography. The researches 




based on the aggregation of the data from sensor nodes to a sink node. Both methods 
exploited the monotone increased characteristics of the path loss rate. In particular, the 
authors in [11] proposed an algorithm to identify the topology according to the 
loss/receipt relationship between the node and its ancestor nodes, while the authors of  
[12] reconstructed the topology by recursively grouping the set of sibling nodes from the 
leaf nodes set.  
The most related works for path inference in WSNs are Multi-hop Network 
Tomography (MNT) [13], Passive Diagnosis (PAD) [14], PathZip [15] and Pathfinder  
[16]. Following a tree model, MNT utilizes the parent node (i.e., first-hop receiver) 
information of the locally generated packets (called as anchor packets) from an 
intermediate node to infer the routing path of each forwarded packet by the node based 
on the assumption that the routing path is mostly static and packet loss rate is low. The 
assumptions, however, do not hold in most real-world WSN deployments in extreme 
communication environments. Thus, MNT fails when consecutive anchor packets travel 
through different parent nodes due to wireless link dynamics. The advantage of MNT is 
the minimum packet overhead needed to attach to each packet.  Targeting at the 
application of WSN diagnosis, PDA is a probabilistic inference approach based on Belief 
network for inferring the root causes of network abnormal phenomena. In PAD, a 
marking scheme is proposed at sensor nodes for the topology reconstruction at the sink, 
but each intermediate node has to maintain a cache for its downstream source nodes, 
which could be adversely large when network size increases. PathZip compresses the 
path information into a 64-bit hash value carried by each packet. Along a packet route, 




forwarder's node ID and the attached hash value in the packet as inputs. Then the sink 
conducts path search in an exhaustive manner. PathZip pushes the heavy decoding 
burden to the sink computer side to reduce the computational complexity at sensor nodes. 
Pathfinder only stores path difference information in each packet. 
According to [16], Pathfinder achieved higher path reconstruction ratio than both 
MNT and PathZip. Different from MNT which uses a set of anchor packets to infer the 
routing path, Pathfinder uses only one previous packet originated from a forwarder as 
reference packet to infer the routing path. Pathfinder thus can handle with more routing 
dynamics for path reconstruction.  However, Pathfinder needs to use the offline trace data 
to get a good estimate of the sequence number offset which is required to find the 
reference packet. At the moments when packet losses and/or packet reordering happen, 
the accuracy of a reference packet depends on whether its current sequence number offset 
is same as the sequence number offset estimator whose value may be different based on 
different segments of the trace data. The path speculation step in Pathfinder also may 
need the offline trace data. The edges used to infer one path may come from the 
reconstruction path of a later arrived packet. Moreover, it is not clear how to handle the 
first packet for intermediate nodes to forward in Pathfinder. As an example given in 
Figure 2.2, the packet originated from node A arrives at node B. If it is the first packet at 
node B and is treated as a path difference, node B will occupy one of the two path 
containers. Similar if the packet from node A is also the first packet at node C, node C 
will be put in the other path container. In such case, the real path difference at node D 
where the packet from node A takes the edge from node D to node E' will be missed 




recovered correctly if the edge from node D to node E' is added from some other 
reconstruction paths later (i.e., use the offline data by the path speculation step). To not 
waste the limited path containers to record such first packets, another method is to 
assume each node sends its own packets before forward any packets from its children 
nodes. This assumption will limit the method to only handle sequential packets which 
may not apply to some WSNs. 
 
 
Figure 2.2 Pathfinder example 
 
Our approach does not rely on any reference packet to infer the per-packet routing 
path, which is not only more robust in lossy WSNs, but also more general in the sense of 
no specific restrictions/requirements imposed on WSN deployments and applications. 
 
2.1.2 Other network inference 
 Most existing researches on network inference concentrate on link loss and delay 




different approaches. More specifically, the method proposed in [17] was based on the 
statistical theory of linear prediction; the authors of [18] used the end-to-end 
measurements of multicast traffic; in [19], the authors inferred delay from additive 
matrices; the approach in [20] was based on numerical linear algebra; the authors of  [21] 
identified the worst performing links using only uncorrelated end-to-end measurements; 
and network coding method was developed in [22]. 
There are also many researches to infer link loss or latency for WSNs. For 
instance, the authors of [23] used the inference technologies based on Maximum 
likelihood and Bayesian principles to handle noisy measurements and routing changes in 
WSNs. In [24, 25], the authors inferred loss rates during the aggregation of data from 
sensor nodes to a sink nodes. More specifically, maximum likelihood approach was used 
in [24] to formulate the problem and solved it by the Expectation-Maximization (EM) 
algorithm, while a factor graph approach was used in [25] to monitor link loss.  Network 
coding approach was also used to infer link loss rate in [26, 27]. 
 
2.1.3 Relations with our work 
All the studies we found for the network topology inference are under the 
assumption that the network structures are static. Such assumption is convenient to 
analyze the repeat measurements or common parts from the probes, but this is unrealistic 
and problematic in real-word WSN deployments/applications. Routing topology of WSN 
is time-varying due to wireless channel dynamics such as fading and inference. Therefore 
the static topology recovery is only the first phase of our work and the dynamic changes 




2.2 Compressive Sensing 
 Compressive sensing, which is also referred as compressed sensing, compressive 
sampling and sparse samples, originated in the signal processing area. Conventional 
sampling approaches for signals or images follow the Nyquist-Shannon sampling 
theorem: the sampling rate must be at least twice the maximum frequency. However, the 
signals are often compressed soon after sensing by transform coding with a known 
transform like wavelet transform. Compressive sensing theory is to reduce such waste of 
sensing resource, in which certain signals and images can be recovered from far fewer 
samples or measurements than traditional methods use. 
 
 
Figure 2.3 Standard Compressive Sensing framework 
 
 As shown in Figure 2.3[35], the standard CS framework can be represented as 
𝑌𝑌 = 𝛷𝛷𝑋𝑋, 
where 𝑋𝑋 is an 𝑁𝑁 × 1 sparse discrete signal vector with 𝐾𝐾 nonzero elements (𝐾𝐾-sparse), 𝛷𝛷 
is an 𝑀𝑀 × 𝑁𝑁 measurement matrix and 𝑌𝑌 is the 𝑀𝑀 × 1 measurement vector. The CS theory 
allows, under certain conditions, to recover X from Y where 𝑀𝑀 ≪ 𝑁𝑁, as long as the signal 




matrices and deterministic measurement matrices, CS reconstruction algorithms could be 
classified into two categories as described in the following two subsections. 
 
2.2.1 Random measurement matrices 
 Random measurement matrices are randomly generated by Gaussian or Bernouli 
random variables, expander graphs and so on. Then various approaches could be used to 
recover the sparse signal based on such random measurement matrices. Here we will 
exam some well-known ones.  
An  introduction of compressive sensing based on the random measurement 
matrices with Restricted Isometry Property(RIP)[29] was given in [28]. The basic CS 
theory could be found in [29-32]. The main idea is when the random measurement matrix 
𝛷𝛷 satisfies RIP, the sparse vector 𝑋𝑋 could be reconstructed by solving the following 
optimization: 
𝑋𝑋� = 𝑎𝑎𝑎𝑎𝑎𝑎 𝑚𝑚𝑖𝑖𝑛𝑛𝑥𝑥||𝑋𝑋||𝑝𝑝  subject to  𝑌𝑌 = 𝛷𝛷𝑋𝑋,   
where ||X||p (p = 0, 1) denotes lp-norm of X. When 𝑝𝑝 = 0, the l0 minimization (finding the 
sparsest solution) is well known as an NP-hard problem. When 𝑝𝑝 = 1, the authors of [29] 
showed that a signal could be recovered from 𝑂𝑂(𝐾𝐾𝑙𝑙𝐾𝐾𝑎𝑎(𝑁𝑁/𝐾𝐾)) measurements perfectly if 
the measurement matrix satisfies certain RIP using the l1 minimization which is also 
known as Basis Pursuit (BP) [32]. Since randomly generated matrices of various types 
(like Gaussian or Bernouli) satisfy RIP with high probability (close to one), a signal 
could be recovered based on such matrices with high probability too. The measurement 
matrices in [33-35] were also generated by random variables. In [33], the authors 




sparse vector 𝑋𝑋. The number of measurements it needs is 𝑂𝑂(𝐾𝐾𝑙𝑙𝐾𝐾𝑎𝑎(𝑁𝑁)) and the 
complexity of this algorithm is 𝑂𝑂(𝐾𝐾𝑀𝑀𝑁𝑁). The main advantages of OMP are its speed and 
its ease of implementation.  And its extension CoSaMP[34] could achieve the running 
time of 𝑂𝑂(𝑁𝑁𝑙𝑙𝐾𝐾𝑎𝑎2𝑁𝑁) based on the same requirement for the number of measurements. In 
[35], the authors considered the reconstruction from the Bayesian perspective via an 
existing sparse Bayesian learning method Relevance Vector Machine (RVM). This 
Bayesian formalism provided a full posterior density function instead of a point (single) 
estimate for the nonzero elements in the sparse vector. Therefore, “error bars” and noise 
variance could be estimated. The approach in [36] was based on RIP-1 measurement 
matrices, which are equivalent to the adjacency matrices of high-quality unbalanced 
expander graphs. And the paper shows both Linear Programming (LP) methods and weak 
greedy algorithms could be used for the recovery based on such measurement matrices. 
 
2.2.2 Deterministic measurement matrices 
 Another type of matrices is obtained deterministically by some special kinds of 
codes or methods. And the recovery algorithms are designed based on the characteristics 
of its corresponding measurement matrix. Usually these algorithms are faster than the 
ones with random measurement matrices like BP or OMP since they take advantages of 
the special properties of the deterministic matrices. 
In [37, 38], the authors constructed the measurement matrices based on code 
schemas. The authors of [37] obtained the measurement matrices from the insight of Low 
Density Parity Check (LDPC) code. The belief propagation approach was used in the 




measurement matrices in [34] generalized Reed-Solomon codes using Vandermonde 
matrices. A generalized Reed-Solomon decoding algorithm was given with the 
complexity of 𝑂𝑂(𝑁𝑁2) when the sparsity of the signal satisfies 𝐾𝐾 < 𝑁𝑁/2. And generally 
speaking, many Reed-Solomon type decoding algorithms could be used to discover the 
sparse vector 𝑋𝑋. In addition, the authors of [39] generateed the measurement matrix with 
dimension √𝑁𝑁 × 𝑁𝑁 based on chirp signals. The reconstruction algorithm was designed 
based on the chirp signal’s properties and Fast Fourier transform, and its complexity was 
𝑂𝑂(𝐾𝐾𝑀𝑀2log 𝑀𝑀). 
 
2.2.3 Relations with our work 
Inspired by the CS theory, we formulate our routing topology recovery problem 
as a novel compressed sensing problem (more details will be given in Section 3.2). 
Similar as CS, sparsity is fundamental to our work. Without the sparse principle, our 
problem will be an ill-posed inverse problem as well. 
The main difference between the existing CS researches and our work is that the 
measurement matrix is unknown (non-apriori) to our recovery algorithms, actually it is 
one of our recovery targets. Instead of the predefined measurement matrices, what we 
already know is all the possible values in the sparse vector X but and we only need to find 
the ones used in the routing topology. 
 
2.3 Compressive Sensing in Network Inference 
 This section lists some researches that apply CS in the network inference. The 




formulates the tree structure in its measurement matrix and uses the principle of sparsity 
to derive explicit solutions via fast algorithms for both minimum l0 and l1 norms. The 
approach proposed in [41] worked with general graphs instead of trees. The main 
difference between CS over graphs and traditional CS is that the measurements must 
follow connected paths over the underlying graph, while random measurements are 
usually used in convention CS. The authors prove that 𝑂𝑂(𝐾𝐾𝑙𝑙𝐾𝐾𝑎𝑎(𝑁𝑁)) path measurements 
are able to recover any 𝐾𝐾–sparse link vector for a sufficiently connected graph with 𝑁𝑁 
nodes. In [42], the authors connected the link delay inference problem with CS by 
expander graphs as in [36]. The binary routing matrix mapping links in the network and 
paths between boundary nodes was used as measurement matrix. The authors of [43] 
used diffusion wavelets to compress the path level performance signal to a sparse 
coefficient vector. These wavelets are designed based on the network topology and 
routing policy. Then later the sparse coefficient vector is identified by l1 optimization 





3 ROUTING TOPOLOGY MODEL AND PROBLEM FORMULATION 
3.1 Model Definition 
In this thesis, we assume WSN routing is dynamic in a cycle of data or 
measurements collection due to wireless link dynamics. From network inference point of 
view, such a routing topology for WSN data collection can be modeled by a directed 
acyclic graph as following. 
 
3.1.1 Basic model 
Let 𝐺𝐺 = (𝑉𝑉, 𝐸𝐸) denote a directed acyclic graph, where 𝑉𝑉 is the node (or vertex) 
set with cardinality |𝑉𝑉| = 𝑛𝑛, and  𝐸𝐸 is the edge (or link) set with cardinality |𝐸𝐸|. Let 
𝑠𝑠 ∈ 𝑁𝑁 denote the sink (or root) node, 𝑅𝑅 ⊂ 𝑉𝑉 be a set of the 𝑛𝑛 − 1 sensor nodes, 𝐿𝐿 ⊂ 𝑅𝑅 be 
the set of leaf nodes, and 𝐼𝐼 = 𝑅𝑅\𝐿𝐿 the set of internal nodes. The sink node 𝑠𝑠 is the 
particular node where sensed data from individual sensor nodes should be periodically 
gathered. If the transmission power of nodes is sufficient or/and the WSN is dense, in 
theory, a complete directed connectivity graph could be formed with a total of 𝑛𝑛(𝑛𝑛 − 1)/2 
possible directed wireless links for the WSN of size n, i.e., |𝐸𝐸| ≤ 𝑛𝑛(𝑛𝑛 − 1)/2. The sensor 
nodes are battery-operated while the sink is assumed to be not power-limited. Each node 
has its own unique ID. When we say node 𝑡𝑡, it means the ID for this node is 𝑡𝑡.  A directed 




link from the node 𝑢𝑢 to the node 𝑣𝑣. Each edge is associated with a unique label 
𝑙𝑙𝑢𝑢,𝑣𝑣, given by a labeling function 𝐿𝐿: 𝐸𝐸 → ℕ where ℕ denotes the set of positive integers. 
In our research, for each sensor node 𝑖𝑖, let 𝑝𝑝𝑖𝑖 = {𝑒𝑒𝑖𝑖 ,𝑡𝑡1,, 𝑒𝑒𝑡𝑡1,𝑡𝑡2, ⋯ , 𝑒𝑒𝑡𝑡𝑗𝑗,𝑠𝑠} denote a 
routing path originated from sensor node 𝑖𝑖,  through relay sensor nodes 𝑡𝑡1, 𝑡𝑡2, ⋯ , 𝑡𝑡𝑗𝑗 to the 
sink node 𝑠𝑠. Let 𝑦𝑦𝑖𝑖  denote an indirect path measurement of path 𝑝𝑝𝑖𝑖  at the sink, which is 
calculated based on the adopted measurement metric and the label values on edges along 
this path. Then, measurement vector = {𝑦𝑦1, 𝑦𝑦2, ⋯ 𝑦𝑦𝑀𝑀}𝑇𝑇 , where 𝑀𝑀 = 𝑛𝑛 − 1, denotes a 
complete set of  path measurements for all sensor nodes in the 𝐺𝐺 of the WSN. 
Example 3.1 Consider the directed acyclic graph 𝐺𝐺 shown in Figure 3.1. 
 The node set is given by 𝑉𝑉 = {0,1,2,3} and the edge set by 𝐸𝐸 = {𝑒𝑒1,0, 𝑒𝑒2,0, 𝑒𝑒3,1}. 
The sink node is the node 0, the set of the rest sensor nodes is 𝑅𝑅 = {1,2,3}, the set of leaf 
nodes is 𝐿𝐿 = {2,3}, and the set of internal nodes is 𝐼𝐼 = {1}. For each sensor node, their 
paths are 𝑝𝑝1 = {𝑒𝑒1,0}, 𝑝𝑝2 = {𝑒𝑒2,0} and 𝑝𝑝3 = {𝑒𝑒3,1, 𝑒𝑒1,0}. Given the label value for each 
edge as 𝑙𝑙1,0 = 1, 𝑙𝑙2,0 = 2, and 𝑙𝑙3,1 = 3, the measurement vector will be 𝑌𝑌 ={𝑦𝑦1 ,  𝑦𝑦2, 𝑦𝑦3}𝑇𝑇 = {1, 2, 1 + 3}𝑇𝑇 = {1, 2, 4}𝑇𝑇 if the measurement matrix is sum. 
 
 





3.1.2 Augment ‘Tree’ (A-‘Tree’) structure 
 Consider a routing topology in a WSN of 𝑛𝑛 nodes based the basic model in the 
previous subsection. For a static routing, the routing topology can be represented as a 
directed spanning tree of WSN’s complete directed connectivity graph. Let 𝑇𝑇 = (𝑉𝑉, 𝐸𝐸0) 
denote this spanning tree structure, where 𝐸𝐸0 is the edge (or link) set and | 𝐸𝐸0| = 𝑛𝑛 − 1. 
Clearly 𝑇𝑇 is a special case of the routing topology model 𝐺𝐺 given here, i.e., 𝑇𝑇 ⊆ 𝐺𝐺.  It has 
the following properties: 
• Each sensor node 𝑖𝑖 has one and only one parent node; 
• Each sensor node 𝑖𝑖 has one and only one unique path to the sink (or root) node; 
• There is no loop in the spanning tree structure. 
 The routing scenario in our research is more complex than a directed spanning 
tree structure. We assume the routing structure is random and time-varying due to 
wireless channel dynamics. To distinguish this kind of routing with the static routing, we 
call it acyclic dynamic routing and its corresponding routing topology is referred to as a 
(directed) Augmented ‘Tree’ (A-‘Tree’). 
Definition 1 A general acyclic dynamic routing topology 𝐺𝐺 can be decomposed into a 
(directed) spanning tree and some additionally attached edges(s). These additionally 
attached directed edges are referred to as ‘shortcuts’ and in this sense, a 𝐺𝐺 can also be 
referred to as a (directed) Augmented ‘Tree’ (A-‘Tree’). 
 As above defined, 𝐺𝐺 = (𝑉𝑉, 𝐸𝐸) can also represent an A-‘Tree’. Let 𝐸𝐸+ denote the 
set of the shortcuts, then we have 𝐸𝐸 = 𝐸𝐸0 ∪ 𝐸𝐸+, with |𝐸𝐸| = |𝐸𝐸0| + |𝐸𝐸+| = 𝑛𝑛 − 1 + |𝐸𝐸+|. 





• Each sensor node may have more than one parent node, due to shortcut(s); 
• Each sensor node may have multiple paths to the sink node, but the sink node will 
receive one and only one path measurement for each sensor node at the same 
cycle. 
Example 3.2 Considered an example of an Augment-Tree shown in Figure 3.2. 
This is an illustration of an Augmented ‘Tree’ (A-‘Tree’) of routing structure resulted 
from WSN dynamic routing under stochastic conditions of wireless links, where the 
presence of dotted link 𝑒𝑒3,2 is due to link dynamics during a data collection cycle. The 
left figure (a) is an example of A-‘Tree’ of a WSN consisting of the sink node 0 and six 
sensor nodes. The right figure (b) is an illustration of the given A-‘Tree’ being 
decomposed into a baseline spanning tree rooted at the sink node 0 with a set of 
additionally shortcut(s) {𝑒𝑒3,2}. 
 
 





3.2 Problem Formulation 
In this section, we will formulate the problem of this thesis, which is to 
reconstruct the dynamic routing topology structure evolving along time even within one 
cycle of data/measurements collection in real-world for large-scale WSNs. 
 
3.2.1 Problem definition 
 To formulate the WSN routing topology inference problem, we introduce the new 
concept of so-called Base Topology of a WSN. If we denote the base topology of a WSN 
by 𝐺𝐺∗ = (𝑉𝑉, 𝐸𝐸∗) where |𝑉𝑉| = 𝑛𝑛, and denote an arbitrary routing topology model of the 
WSN defined in Section 3.1 by 𝐺𝐺𝑖𝑖 = (𝑉𝑉, 𝐸𝐸𝑖𝑖), then 𝐺𝐺∗ = (𝑉𝑉, 𝐸𝐸∗)  is simply defined by 
∀𝑖𝑖 𝐸𝐸∗ ⊃ 𝐸𝐸𝑖𝑖 . That is, the base topology of a WSN is the superset of all possible routing 
topologies of the WSN. For WSN upstream routing, outgoing links from the sink are 
excluded, and thus the total number of all possible directed wireless links (considering 
asymmetry wireless channel property) for the upstream base topology G* should be |𝐸𝐸∗| = 𝑛𝑛(𝑛𝑛 − 1) −  (𝑛𝑛 − 1) = (𝑛𝑛 − 1)2. Therefore, the given conditions of our WSN 
routing topology inference problem are: 
• The base topology 𝐺𝐺∗ = (𝑉𝑉, 𝐸𝐸∗); 
• The sink (or root) node (assume node 0 without loss of generality); 
• The labeling function 𝐿𝐿: 𝐸𝐸 → ℕ where ℕ is the possible value space; 
• The path measurement vector 𝑌𝑌 = {𝑦𝑦1 , 𝑦𝑦2 , ⋯ 𝑦𝑦𝑀𝑀}𝑇𝑇 received at the sink from 
sensor nodes; 




Our objective is to recover the routing path 𝑝𝑝𝑖𝑖  for each indirect path measurement packet 
originated from sensor node 𝑖𝑖 received at the sink. When a complete set of 𝑀𝑀(𝑀𝑀 = 𝑛𝑛 −1) path measurements originated from individual −1 sensor nodes is received in one 
collection cycle, the entire dynamic routing topology 𝐺𝐺 = (𝑉𝑉, 𝐸𝐸), will be exactly 
reconstructed with 𝐸𝐸 = 𝑝𝑝1 ∪ 𝑝𝑝2 ∪ ⋯ ∪ 𝑝𝑝𝑀𝑀. 
 
3.2.2 Formulation from CS perspective 
Inspired by the recent CS theory, we formulate the problem of WSN routing 
topology inference from a compressed sensing perspective. The standard CS framework 
can be represented as 
                                                      𝑌𝑌 = 𝛷𝛷𝑋𝑋,                                               (3.1) 
where 𝑋𝑋 is an 𝑁𝑁 × 1 sparse discrete signal, 𝛷𝛷 is an 𝑀𝑀 × 𝑁𝑁 measurement matrix and 𝑌𝑌 is 
the 𝑀𝑀 × 1 measurement vector. The CS theory allows, under certain conditions, to 
recover X from Y where 𝑀𝑀 ≪ 𝑁𝑁, as long as the signal 𝑋𝑋 is sparse. This can be achieved 
(with probability close to one) by solving the following optimization: 
                                    𝑋𝑋� = 𝑎𝑎𝑎𝑎𝑎𝑎 𝑚𝑚𝑖𝑖𝑛𝑛𝑥𝑥||𝑋𝑋||𝑝𝑝  subject to  𝑌𝑌 = 𝛷𝛷𝑋𝑋,                              (3.2) 
where ||𝑋𝑋||𝑝𝑝 (𝑝𝑝 = 0, 1) denotes 𝑙𝑙𝑝𝑝-norm of 𝑋𝑋. 
Assume that in a given measurement/data collection cycle/period of a WSN of 𝑛𝑛 
nodes, the sink receives a complete set of path measurements, denoted as an 𝑀𝑀 × 1 
vector 𝑌𝑌 = {𝑦𝑦1 , 𝑦𝑦2 , ⋯ 𝑦𝑦𝑀𝑀}𝑇𝑇 where 𝑀𝑀 = 𝑛𝑛 − 1. According to the given base topology 
𝐺𝐺∗ = (𝑉𝑉, 𝐸𝐸∗) and the labeling function 𝐿𝐿, the labels of edges in 𝐺𝐺∗ could be represented 




              𝑋𝑋∗ = {𝑙𝑙1,0, 𝑙𝑙1,2, ⋯ , 𝑙𝑙1,𝑚𝑚−1, ⋯ 𝑙𝑙𝑚𝑚−1,0, 𝑙𝑙𝑚𝑚−1,1, ⋯ , 𝑙𝑙𝑚𝑚−1,𝑚𝑚−2}𝑇𝑇,                  (3.3) 
where 𝑁𝑁 = |𝐸𝐸∗| = (𝑛𝑛 − 1)2. Thus the measurement matrix 𝛷𝛷 = {𝜑𝜑𝑖𝑖 ,𝑗𝑗} (1 ≤ 𝑖𝑖 ≤ 𝑀𝑀, 1 ≤ 𝑗𝑗 ≤ 𝑁𝑁) can represent a routing matrix in the WSN where the 𝑖𝑖th row represents the 
𝑖𝑖th path while the 𝑗𝑗th column represents the 𝑗𝑗th link, whose elements 𝜑𝜑𝑖𝑖 ,𝑗𝑗 are defined as 
                            𝜑𝜑𝑖𝑖 ,𝑗𝑗 = {1,   𝑡𝑡ℎ𝑒𝑒 𝑖𝑖𝑡𝑡ℎ 𝑝𝑝𝑎𝑎𝑡𝑡ℎ 𝑡𝑡𝑎𝑎𝑎𝑎𝑣𝑣𝑒𝑒𝑎𝑎𝑠𝑠𝑒𝑒𝑠𝑠 𝐾𝐾𝑣𝑣𝑒𝑒𝑎𝑎 𝑡𝑡ℎ𝑒𝑒 𝑗𝑗𝑡𝑡ℎ 𝑙𝑙𝑖𝑖𝑛𝑛𝑙𝑙;0,   𝐾𝐾𝑡𝑡ℎ𝑒𝑒𝑎𝑎𝑒𝑒𝑖𝑖𝑠𝑠𝑒𝑒.                                                                           (3.4) 
Then we can get the equation 
                                                     𝑌𝑌 = 𝛷𝛷𝑋𝑋′,                                                     (3.5) 
which is very similar with the CS formulation (3.1) except the vector 𝑋𝑋′ is not sparse. 
 Now let’s consider the A-‘Tree’, our observation is that the number of wireless 
links actually used in a WSN routing topology Gi for a measurement/data collection cycle 
would be much fewer compared to the total potential choices in the upstream base 
topology G*, i.e., |𝐸𝐸𝑖𝑖| ≪ |𝐸𝐸∗|, because reliable wireless links are likely to be reused 
whenever possible to reduce any unnecessary retransmissions for energy conservation 
and reliable data transfer in the WSN. Let 𝑁𝑁 = |𝐸𝐸∗| = (𝑛𝑛 − 1)2. Therefore, the edge 
labels in A-‘Tree’ could also be represented as a link (labeling value) vector 𝑋𝑋 of 𝑁𝑁 × 1 
dimension, in which present links in the A-‘Tree’ are indicated by their values whereas 
absent links are indicated by zeros. Obviously, the link vector 𝑋𝑋 shall be sparse. Then the 
equation (3.5) could be rewrote into 
                                                     𝑌𝑌 = 𝛷𝛷𝑋𝑋.                                                      (3.6) 
Note that |𝐸𝐸| = 𝑛𝑛 − 1 + |𝐸𝐸+|, where |𝐸𝐸+| is the number of shortcuts in G (i.e., A-‘tree’), 
as discussed in Section 3.1.2. Since 𝑋𝑋 is sparse, |𝐸𝐸𝑖𝑖+| should be a relatively small number 




data/measurements collection. Thus, we can now have an innovative way to formulate the 
basic framework from the CS perspective: given a measurement vector 𝑌𝑌 at the WSN 
sink, recover the link vector 𝑋𝑋 and the measurement matrix 𝛷𝛷�, so that 
                                 𝑋𝑋� = 𝑎𝑎𝑎𝑎𝑎𝑎𝑚𝑚𝑖𝑖𝑛𝑛||𝑋𝑋||0         𝑠𝑠𝑢𝑢𝑠𝑠𝑗𝑗𝑒𝑒𝑠𝑠𝑡𝑡 𝑡𝑡𝐾𝐾     𝑌𝑌 = 𝛷𝛷�𝑋𝑋.                        (3.7) 
where l0-norm ||𝑋𝑋||0  is the number of nonzero elements in the vector 𝑋𝑋, that is ||𝑋𝑋||0 =|𝐸𝐸|. 
 We point out that, unlike the traditional CS formulation of (3.2), where the 
measurement matrix 𝛷𝛷 is known a priori whether randomly or deterministically  
generated, the 𝛷𝛷 in our problem formulation of (3.7) is completely unknown which would 
be determined by the underlying routing algorithm operated in a nondeterministic real-
world communication environment. On the other hand, in contrast to the traditional CS 
formulation, we know each potential link’s value a priori by the labeling function as 
described in Section 3.1. So, our problem formulation of (3.7) is to recover 𝛷𝛷 and 
therefore to reconstruct the sparseness pattern of the X, given a Y. 
Example 3.3 Considered an illustration example for the problem of WSN topology 
inference from a CS perspective in Figure 3.3. 
 
 





Given a WSN of 5 nodes, and node 0 is the WSN sink. The left figure (a) shows the base 
topology 𝐺𝐺∗ and its base label vector 𝑋𝑋∗ is 𝑋𝑋∗ = {𝑙𝑙1,0, 𝑙𝑙1,2, 𝑙𝑙1,3, 𝑙𝑙1,4, , ⋯ , 𝑙𝑙4,0, 𝑙𝑙4,1, 𝑙𝑙4,2, 𝑙𝑙4,3}𝑇𝑇. 
Assume four paths originated from each sensor node are 𝑝𝑝1 = {𝑒𝑒1,0}, 𝑝𝑝2 = {𝑒𝑒2,1, 𝑒𝑒1,0}, 
𝑝𝑝3 = {𝑒𝑒3,2, 𝑒𝑒2,1, 𝑒𝑒1,0} and 𝑝𝑝4 = {𝑒𝑒4,2, 𝑒𝑒2,0} respectively in a data/measurement collection 
cycle, as shown in the right figure (b).Then the link vector for the WSN routing topology 
will be 𝑋𝑋 = {𝑙𝑙1,0, 0,0,0, 𝑙𝑙2,0, 𝑙𝑙2,1, 0,0,0,0, 𝑙𝑙3,2, 0,0,0, 𝑙𝑙4,2, 0}𝑇𝑇 and the measurement matrix 𝛷𝛷 
will be  
𝛷𝛷 = �1 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 01 0 0 0 0 1 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 01 0 0 0 0 1 0 0 0 0 1 0 0 0 0 00 0 0 0 1 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 1 0� 
.  
The figure (c) is same as the figure (b) but is drawn in a more tree like style. 
 As illustrated in this example, the link vector 𝑋𝑋 can be considered as a sparse 
vector since there are only 5 nonzero values among the total 16 elements. In general, 
using the common definition of CS compression ratio r = M/N, we have 
                                                       𝑎𝑎 = 𝑚𝑚−1(𝑚𝑚−1)2 = 1𝑚𝑚−1 ,                                                (3.8) 
where n is the total number of wireless nodes of WSN (including the sink). As the size of 
WSN grows, the compression ratio r becomes very small. Consequently, the proposed 
WSN topology inference approach is highly energy-efficient. Also, in our formulation, all 
possible wireless links in the WSN’s complete directed connectivity graph are considered 





3.2.3 Ties situation and their effect 
 Due to the nature of CS formulation, we want to understand how accurate the 
topology inference approach is, and when it could generate an incorrect reconstructed 
routing paths. As illustrated in Figure 3.4, for a path measurement 𝑦𝑦𝑖𝑖  originating from 
node 𝑖𝑖, it is possible that two routes satisfying the same measurement value 𝑦𝑦𝑖𝑖  and these 
two possible routes are basically indistinguishable. We refer this situation as a tie. 
 
 
Figure 3.4 An example for Tie. Two routes Pathi and Pathi′ have the same path 
measurement value. 
 
Definition 2 A path measurement tie indicates there are more than one path from the 
same node to the root having the same path measurement value. Such a node is called as 
a tie node. The corresponding tied paths are called as tie paths. 
Ties could cause either direct or indirect recovery failure(s). Direct recovery failures 
by ties are simply because the inference approach doesn’t choose the true routing path 





• The decedents of a tie node are tie nodes too. If the recovery path for a tie node is 
incorrect, all the recovery paths of its decedents will be wrong too; 
• The recovery path includes a fake shortcut. Since the routing topology of the A-
‘Tree’ structure is acyclic, the true shortcut and its related paths could not be 
recovered later on. 
Thus how to reduce the possibility of ties is essential in this work.  
 
3.3 Path Measurement Metric 
 A path measurement  𝑦𝑦𝑖𝑖 is calculated based on the adopted measurement metric 𝑀𝑀 
and the label values of the edges along this path. In this section, we will discuss about the 
path measurement metric. As any path measurement calculation is conducted as the 
packet routed through each individual sensor node towards the sink, a desirable 
measurement metric should be a simple aggregation computing due to the highly 
restricted resources of battery power, memory and CPU capability of tiny sensor nodes. 
As in the traditional CS approaches, linear combination is adopted in our formulation. 
However, we employ modular summation (with mod m) (SUMm) rather than regular 
summation, for efficient WSN in-network computing and communications for scalability. 
And another path measurement metric used in this work is exclusive-or (XOR). 
 SUMm operation is very simple. All the label values of the edges along the path 
will be added together and mod by m, the result will be the path measurement. The 
operation XOR is a little bit tricky. If the base of the edge weights is not binary, all the 
weights need to be converted into binary form first. Then after the XOR operation 




work, decimal numbers are used for convenience, so all the edge weights need to be 
converted into the binary form for the XOR operation. 
Example 3.4 Consider a path traversing three edges whose label values are 7, 2 and 3 
respectively. Then its path measurement based on SUM10 with mod 10 will be 7+𝑚𝑚2+𝑚𝑚3 = 2, while its measurement based on XOR will be 7⨁2 ⨁ 3 = (111)2⨁(010)2⨁(011)2 = (110)2 = 6. 
 
3.4 Edge Labeling Function 
As we discussed in the previous sections, each edge a directed acyclic graph 𝐺𝐺 
has a unique label 𝑙𝑙𝑢𝑢,𝑣𝑣, given by a labeling function 𝐿𝐿. Since 𝐺𝐺 is unknown and is to be 
inferred at the sink, 𝐿𝐿 should generate a unique labeling value on each edge in the base 
topology 𝐺𝐺∗, that is, 𝐿𝐿: 𝐸𝐸∗ → ℕ.  In this section, we discuss the construction of labeling 
function 𝐿𝐿. 
First for scalability and simplicity, only positive integers will be used as label 
values, that is 𝐿𝐿: 𝐸𝐸∗ → ℕ where ℕ denotes the set of positive integers.  
Another important principle is to have a good labeling function which could 
reduce the probability of ties of path measurement as much as possible. Tie paths are 
different subsets from the same base edge set and getting the same result based on the 
same measurement metrics. So this principle could also be considered as how to construct 
the edge set to reduce such possible subsets which are referred as tie combinations. One 
intuitive basic rule is each edge label value should be unique. Additionally, three other 





• The candidate value space ℕ should be larger than the number of edges; 
• Randomly choosing the label values from ℕ; 
• Only choosing the odd numbers as label values.  
The reason and advantages of these strategies will be discussed in details in the following 
subsections respectively.  
 
3.4.1 Large candidate value space 
 The first schema is to enlarge the candidate value space. By doing this, the 
distance of the adjacent values will have space to be enlarged and then the possibility of 
tie combinations will be probably reduced. Let ℕ𝑚𝑚𝑖𝑖𝑚𝑚 denote the minimum candidate 
value space for a given base topology 𝐺𝐺∗, the size of ℕ𝑚𝑚𝑖𝑖𝑚𝑚 should be same as the number 
of edges, that is |ℕ𝑚𝑚𝑖𝑖𝑚𝑚| = |𝐸𝐸∗|. Let ℕ𝑙𝑙𝑙𝑙𝑙𝑙𝑙𝑙𝑙𝑙 denote an enlarged candidate value space 
based on the same base topology 𝐺𝐺∗, then we will have |ℕ𝑙𝑙𝑙𝑙𝑙𝑙𝑙𝑙𝑙𝑙| > |ℕ𝑚𝑚𝑖𝑖𝑚𝑚| = |𝐸𝐸∗|. 
Example 3.5 Considering a base topology 𝐺𝐺∗ = (𝑉𝑉, 𝐸𝐸∗) where |𝑉𝑉| = 3, and thus |𝐸𝐸∗| = 6. The minimum size of the candidate value space will be 6. In a candidate value 
space of size 6, the distance of the adjacent values will be 1. Without loss of generality, 
one possible weight set could be ℕ𝑚𝑚𝑖𝑖𝑚𝑚 = {1,2,3,4,5,6}. Based on the same measurement 
metric SUMm, there are several combinations which could get the same measurement. 
For example, {1,5}, {2,4} and {6} could all get the measurement result 6. If the size 
candidate value space could be enlarged to 20 like ℕ𝑙𝑙𝑙𝑙𝑙𝑙𝑙𝑙𝑙𝑙 = {1,2, ⋯ ,20} and 6 elements 
will be chosen from 𝑆𝑆𝑙𝑙𝑙𝑙𝑙𝑙𝑙𝑙𝑙𝑙 as the edge weights like {1,2,5,9,13,17}. It is clear to see that 




3.4.2 Randomly choosing label values 
 Only using a large candidate value space  ℕ𝑙𝑙𝑙𝑙𝑙𝑙𝑙𝑙𝑙𝑙 is not enough. If the distances of 
the adjacent values are all the same, the possibility of tie combinations from the edge set 
based on ℕ𝑙𝑙𝑙𝑙𝑙𝑙𝑙𝑙𝑙𝑙 may still be the same as the minimum candidate value space ℕ𝑚𝑚𝑖𝑖𝑚𝑚. 
Randomly choosing different elements from  ℕ𝑙𝑙𝑙𝑙𝑙𝑙𝑙𝑙𝑙𝑙 will have a large chance to help us to 
avoid such situations.  
Example 3.6 Considering the same base topology 𝐺𝐺∗, the same candidate value set ℕ𝑚𝑚𝑖𝑖𝑚𝑚 
and ℕ𝑙𝑙𝑙𝑙𝑙𝑙𝑙𝑙𝑙𝑙 in the Example 5. If the edge set chosen from ℕ𝑙𝑙𝑙𝑙𝑙𝑙𝑙𝑙𝑙𝑙 is {2,4,6,8,10,12} in 
which the distances of the adjacent values are all 2. Similarly as the edge set chosen from 
ℕ𝑚𝑚𝑖𝑖𝑚𝑚, the tie combinations {2,10}, {4,8} and {12} will have the same measurement 12. 
 
3.4.3 Odd only numbers 
 When the path measurements are calculated based on module summation, another 
strategy we found to reduce the tie probability effectively is to only use odd numbers as 
label weights.  
Theorem 1 For a directed acyclic graph 𝐺𝐺 = (𝑉𝑉, 𝐸𝐸), if labeling values on all edges are 
odd positive integers, any path of odd hops cannot tie with any another path of even hops. 
Proof: Let 𝑝𝑝𝑖𝑖  denote a path originated from node 𝑖𝑖 to the sink 𝑠𝑠. If the hop number of the 
path |𝑝𝑝𝑖𝑖| is odd, then its corresponding path measurement  𝑦𝑦𝑖𝑖  will be an odd integer. 
Assume there is another path 𝑝𝑝𝑖𝑖′ originated from the same node 𝑖𝑖 and its |𝑝𝑝𝑖𝑖′| is even, then 
its measurement 𝑦𝑦𝑖𝑖′ will be an even integer. Therefore,  𝑦𝑦𝑖𝑖 ≠ 𝑦𝑦𝑖𝑖′.                                       ■ 




In the left figure (a), the assigned labels on edges are all odd integers. A path of even 
hops such as 𝑝𝑝𝑖𝑖′ can neither tie with 𝑝𝑝𝑖𝑖  nor 𝑝𝑝𝑖𝑖′′, although both odd-hop paths  {𝑝𝑝𝑖𝑖 , 𝑝𝑝𝑖𝑖′′} 
could tie with each other with random assignments of odd integers. However, if any 
integer labels can be assigned on edges, as illustrated in the right figure (b), {𝑝𝑝𝑖𝑖 , 𝑝𝑝𝑖𝑖′}, 
{𝑝𝑝𝑖𝑖 , 𝑝𝑝𝑖𝑖′′} and {𝑝𝑝𝑖𝑖′, 𝑝𝑝𝑖𝑖′′} could all be ties. 
 
 
Figure 3.5 Examples with different edge label values. 
 
3.4.4 Labeling function based on node IDs 
If sensor nodes cannot store the random chosen label values or metrics for the 
edges incident on it, we devise another simple and effective labeling function. A good 
labeling function for communication links should satisfy the following conditions: (1) 
reducing the probability of path measurement ties as much as possible, and (2) easy to 
generate and remember by each link's endpoint nodes. In this regard, a novel labeling 
function is given in Theorem 2.  
Theorem 2 Assume each node 𝑖𝑖 has a 𝑇𝑇-bit unique and odd integer ID 𝑖𝑖𝑖𝑖𝑖𝑖 , for any edge 





Proof: For any directed edge 𝑒𝑒(𝑢𝑢,𝑣𝑣), both two node ID 𝑖𝑖𝑖𝑖𝑢𝑢 and 𝑖𝑖𝑖𝑖𝑣𝑣 are 𝑇𝑇-bit integers, so (𝑖𝑖𝑖𝑖𝑢𝑢 × 2𝑇𝑇 ) ⨁ 𝑖𝑖𝑖𝑖𝑣𝑣  will be a 2𝑇𝑇-bit integer value as well as the edge label 𝑙𝑙(𝑢𝑢,𝑣𝑣). 
The two node IDs 𝑖𝑖𝑖𝑖𝑢𝑢 and 𝑖𝑖𝑖𝑖𝑣𝑣 are also odd integers. Therefore, (𝑖𝑖𝑖𝑖𝑢𝑢 × 2𝑇𝑇) ⨁ 𝑖𝑖𝑖𝑖𝑣𝑣 
is an odd integer while (𝑖𝑖𝑖𝑖𝑣𝑣 − 𝑖𝑖𝑖𝑖𝑢𝑢) is an even integer, that is the sum of these two 
integers 𝑙𝑙(𝑢𝑢,𝑣𝑣) is an odd integer value. 
To prove the edge label 𝑙𝑙(𝑢𝑢,𝑣𝑣) is a unique value, let's assume there is another edge 
𝑙𝑙(𝑢𝑢′,𝑣𝑣′) has the same value as 𝑙𝑙(𝑢𝑢,𝑣𝑣). The ⨁ operation in the edge label equation has the 
same effect as addition, that is  
𝑙𝑙(𝑢𝑢,𝑣𝑣) = (𝑖𝑖𝑖𝑖𝑢𝑢 × 2𝑇𝑇) + 𝑖𝑖𝑖𝑖𝑣𝑣 + (𝑖𝑖𝑖𝑖𝑣𝑣 − 𝑖𝑖𝑖𝑖𝑢𝑢) = (𝑖𝑖𝑖𝑖𝑢𝑢′ × 2𝑇𝑇) + 𝑖𝑖𝑖𝑖𝑣𝑣′ + (𝑖𝑖𝑖𝑖𝑣𝑣′ − 𝑖𝑖𝑖𝑖𝑢𝑢′) 
which could be written as 
                                     (2𝑇𝑇 − 1) × (𝑖𝑖𝑖𝑖𝑢𝑢 − 𝑖𝑖𝑖𝑖𝑢𝑢′) = 2(𝑖𝑖𝑖𝑖𝑣𝑣′ − 𝑖𝑖𝑖𝑖𝑣𝑣)                         (3.9) 
Since (2𝑇𝑇 − 1) is an odd integer and 2 is an even integer, it must be 𝑖𝑖𝑖𝑖𝑢𝑢 − 𝑖𝑖𝑖𝑖𝑢𝑢′ = 0 and 
𝑖𝑖𝑖𝑖𝑣𝑣′ − 𝑖𝑖𝑖𝑖𝑣𝑣 = 0 to get the equation (3.9). Since each node ID is an unique integer, there is 
no another edge with both node ID 𝑖𝑖𝑖𝑖𝑢𝑢 = 𝑖𝑖𝑖𝑖𝑢𝑢′ and 𝑖𝑖𝑖𝑖𝑣𝑣 = 𝑖𝑖𝑖𝑖𝑣𝑣′. Therefor, each edge label 
is a 2𝑇𝑇-bit unique and odd integer value.                                                                            ■ 
Our devised function generates a unique label value for any edge 𝑒𝑒(𝑢𝑢,𝑣𝑣), if the two 
nodes 𝑢𝑢 and 𝑣𝑣 have unique odd integer IDs. Thus, any node receiving a packet can easily 
compute the label value of the link used by the packet on-the-fly, without any pre-stored 
link label table. 
Example 3.8 Considering two nodes 𝑢𝑢 and 𝑣𝑣 which have 4-bit unique odd integer IDs 3 




 𝑙𝑙(3,5) = (3 × 24) ⨁ 5 + (5 − 3) = (0011 0101)2 + (0010)2 = (00110111)2 = 55, 
the label for the edge 𝑒𝑒(5,3) is 
 𝑙𝑙(5,3) = (5 × 24) ⨁ 3 + (3 − 5) = (0101 0011)2 + (1110)2 = (01100001)2 = 97. 
 
3.5 A-‘Tree’ Properties 
Our main goal is to recover the routing path from each aggregated measurement. 
One essential problem is to find all the possible path candidates in a given A-‘Tree’. Then 
we could easily compare the measurements of the path candidates with the given 
aggregated measurement to find the matched ones. In this section, we will show some 
important theorems about possible path candidates for A-‘Tree’ and their proofs.  
Theorem 3 Given an A-‘Tree’ with at most 𝑎𝑎 shortcuts, the maximum number of all 
possible routing paths for any node without loop in this A-‘Tree’ is 𝑂𝑂(1).  
Proof: Let 𝑃𝑃𝑁𝑁 denote the number of all possible paths towards the root for a node in the 
given A-‘Tree’. The best case is no shortcut along the path for the node, 𝑃𝑃𝑁𝑁 = 1. The 
worst case is all shortcuts are along the path: 𝑃𝑃𝑁𝑁 = ∏ (1 + 𝑙𝑙𝑖𝑖)ℎ𝑖𝑖=1  where 𝑙𝑙𝑖𝑖  is the number 
of the shortcut for each node 𝑖𝑖 along the path and ℎ is the hop number of the path. It will 
not affect the value of 𝑃𝑃𝑁𝑁 if we remove or add a factor (1 + 𝑙𝑙𝑖𝑖) when 𝑙𝑙𝑖𝑖 = 0. So if 
ℎ > 𝑎𝑎, we could remove several (ℎ − 𝑎𝑎) factors (1 + 𝑙𝑙𝑖𝑖) with 𝑙𝑙𝑖𝑖 = 0; if ℎ < 𝑎𝑎, we could 
add (𝑎𝑎 − ℎ) such factors. Then we could get 𝑃𝑃𝑁𝑁 = ∏ (1 + 𝑙𝑙𝑖𝑖)𝑙𝑙𝑖𝑖=1  and ∑ 𝑙𝑙𝑖𝑖 ≤ 𝑎𝑎𝑙𝑙𝑖𝑖=1  since 
there are at most 𝑎𝑎 shortcuts in the A-‘Tree’. 
Also since 𝑙𝑙𝑖𝑖  should be non-negative integer number, based on AM-GM inequality 




∏ (1 + 𝑙𝑙𝑖𝑖) ≤ �∑ (1+𝑘𝑘𝑖𝑖)𝑟𝑟𝑖𝑖=1 𝑙𝑙 �𝑙𝑙 = �∑ 1+∑ 𝑘𝑘𝑖𝑖𝑟𝑟𝑖𝑖=1𝑟𝑟𝑖𝑖=1 𝑙𝑙 �𝑙𝑙 = �𝑙𝑙+𝑙𝑙𝑙𝑙 �𝑙𝑙 = 2𝑙𝑙𝑙𝑙𝑖𝑖=1 . Therefore, 𝑃𝑃𝑁𝑁 ≤ 2𝑙𝑙 =
𝑂𝑂(1) since 𝑎𝑎 is a given constant integer.                                                                             ■ 
 
Theorem 4 Given an A-‘Tree’ with at most 𝑎𝑎 shortcuts and the hop number limit ℎ𝑙𝑙𝑖𝑖𝑚𝑚𝑖𝑖𝑡𝑡, 
the maximum number of all possible routing paths for any node in this A-‘Tree’ is 𝑂𝑂(1).  
Proof: Let 𝑃𝑃𝑁𝑁 denote the number of all possible paths towards the root for a node in the 
given A-‘Tree’. The best case is no shortcut along the path for the node, 𝑃𝑃𝑁𝑁 = 1. The 
worst case is each node along the routing path at most has (𝑎𝑎 + 1) outgoing links. 
Therefore, 𝑃𝑃𝑁𝑁 = 𝑂𝑂((𝑎𝑎 + 1)ℎ𝑙𝑙𝑖𝑖𝑙𝑙𝑖𝑖𝑙𝑙 ) = 𝑂𝑂(1) since both 𝑎𝑎 and ℎ𝑙𝑙𝑖𝑖𝑚𝑚𝑖𝑖𝑡𝑡  are given constant 
integers.                                                                                                                               ■ 
 
Theorem 5 Given an A-Tree with the size 𝑛𝑛 and hop number limit ℎ𝑙𝑙𝑖𝑖𝑚𝑚𝑖𝑖𝑡𝑡, the maximum 
number of all possible routing paths for any node in this A-Tree is 𝑂𝑂(𝑛𝑛ℎ𝑙𝑙𝑖𝑖𝑙𝑙𝑖𝑖𝑙𝑙−2). 
Proof: Let 𝑃𝑃𝑁𝑁 denote the number of all possible paths towards the root for a node in the 
given A-Tree. Since the hop number limit is ℎ𝑙𝑙𝑖𝑖𝑚𝑚𝑖𝑖𝑡𝑡, (i.e., the max hop number for each 
path), 𝑃𝑃𝑁𝑁 ≤ ∏ (1 + 𝑙𝑙𝑖𝑖)(ℎ−1)𝑖𝑖=2  where 𝑙𝑙𝑖𝑖  is the number of the shortcut for each node 𝑖𝑖 along 
the routing path and ℎ is the hop number of the routing path. Since each node cannot 
have an edge pointed to itself, we have (1 + 𝑙𝑙𝑖𝑖) ≤ (𝑛𝑛 − 1). Therefore, 𝑃𝑃𝑁𝑁 ≤




4 SEQUENTIAL ROUTING TOPOLOGY RECOVERY ALGORITHMS 
4.1 Introduction 
To solve the WSN dynamic routing topology inference problem of (3.7), a 
straightforward approach would exhaustively search through all the possible edge 
combinations and then find the ones matching the given path measurements. The 
complexity of such a brute force approach would be 𝑂𝑂((𝑛𝑛 − 1)!) which is prohibitive. 
However, with some reasonable routing assumptions based on the fundamental sparsity 
of 𝑋𝑋, some effective recovery algorithms are possible. In this section, we first devise a 
preliminary Routing Topology Recovery (P-RTR) algorithm with a single measurement 
metric, illustrate how the devised P-RTR algorithm works and the problems we found 
from its solution. Then we extend the P-RTR algorithm to the Sequential Routing 
Topology Recovery (S-RTR) algorithm by employing multiple path measurement metrics. 
After the empirical study for these two algorithms, a fast recovery algorithm (FS-RTR) is 
given. Finally, the complexity of the algorithms is analyzed. 
 
4.2 Assumptions 
Data/measurement packets are received at the sink in sequence, which suggests a 
natural order to recover individual routing paths. Wireless links used in the routing paths 




packets delivery whenever appropriate in a collection cycle.  Based on the fundamental 
sparsity of link vector 𝑋𝑋, it would be reasonable to assume that in the dynamic routing 
model A-‘Tree’ 𝐺𝐺 = (𝑉𝑉, 𝐸𝐸), any routing path originated from individual sensor node will 
not introduce more than two new wireless links which have not been used before in a 
collection cycle, that is, |𝐸𝐸| ≤ 2(𝑛𝑛 − 1) when |𝑉𝑉| = 𝑛𝑛. This assumption is in contrast to 
the static (i.e., spanning tree) routing assumption where only one new wireless link can 
be introduced for each routing path.  Consequently, our assumption here accommodates 
the prevalent wireless links’ dynamics due to channel fading and interference, and at the 
same time, exploits the sparsity of 𝑋𝑋. Recall that |𝐸𝐸| = 𝑛𝑛 − 1 + |𝐸𝐸+|, thus we have |𝐸𝐸+| ≤ 𝑛𝑛 − 1.  Our dynamic routing model allows to explore a new ‘shortcut’ into the 
routing structure A-‘Tree’ for each individual route compared to the static routing. In 
other words, if no any shortcut is allowed, the recovered routing topology will be exactly 
a spanning tree. As one can see, our assumption is indeed the most sparseness assumption 
for the dynamic routing topology. 
 
4.3 Preliminary Routing Topology Recovery (P-RTR) Algorithm 
Every measurement packet originated from a sensor node t contains the original 
node’s unique ID 𝑡𝑡, and its path measurement 𝑦𝑦𝑡𝑡. The sink receives these packets in 
sequence and will form two vectors: a sequence vector 𝑆𝑆 = {𝑡𝑡1, 𝑡𝑡2, ⋯ , 𝑡𝑡𝑀𝑀} where the 
subscripts indicate the arriving order, and the corresponding measurement vector 
𝑌𝑌 = {𝑦𝑦𝑡𝑡1, 𝑦𝑦𝑡𝑡2 , ⋯ , 𝑦𝑦𝑡𝑡𝑀𝑀}. We devise our P-RTR algorithm based on these two vectors. For 
convenience, we also use “recovering node i” to refer “recovering the path originated 




4.3.1 Algorithm description 
In this section, we will discuss the P-RTR algorithm based on a single 
measurement metric. Without loss of generality, the measurement metric of modular 
summation will be used here. The basic idea of the P-RTR algorithm is for each new 
incoming path measurement originated from node child, the sink and all the previously 
recovered nodes could be its parent node candidates Candidates. According to each 
parent node candidate, finding its all possible paths without new shortcut or with one new 
shortcut based on the recovered topology TP and check whether any module sum 
aggregation of the path candidates matches the received indirect path measurement y. If 
matches, update the topology to newTP by adding the edge between the node child and its 
parent node and the new shortcut if there is one. Notice, because of the tie situation, it is 
possible there are multiple updates topologies for the same new incoming node and the 
same recovered topology TP. To ensure we can get a complete solution, put all recovered 
updates in a set newSet and every topology in newSet will be checked for the next node. 
If there is no match for the node child based on a recovered topology TP, it means this 
topology TP is a “fake” one caused by a previous tie situation and it doesn’t need to be 
considered any further. Finally, the topologies with fewest edges (the sparest ones) will 
be selected and returned in the solution set. Figure 4.1 shows the main P-RTR algorithm 
and Figure 4.2 shows the function findEdge which is used to check whether the node 
parent is the parent of the node child based on the node child’s measurement y and the 
recovered topology TP. The function findEdge will return a set of updated topologies 




Note that there could be two forms to represent a topology TP: one is just the A-
‘Tree’ routing topology like TP←ATree, and the other one will include one or multiple 
path recoveries(PR) like TP←{ATree,{PR1, …}}. If the goal is only to recover the A-
‘Tree’ topology, the tree only form will be enough. If each detailed route originated from 
each individual node is needed, they could be either recalculated based on the topology 
result of the P-RTR algorithm with the tree only TP form or recorded as a byproduct with 
the tree and path recoveries TP form. The method based on the tree only TP form will 
spend extra time for the recalculation while the other one will take some additional space 
to record those path recoveries. Another issue is that when multiple topologies are 
inferred for the same node, those topologies will be grouped before checking the next 
node to avoid redundant calculations. To group the topologies with the tree only form, it 
is just a simple union. For the tree and path recoveries form, all the path recoveries will 







getSize(s): return the size of the set s; 
s1∪ s2: join the two sets s1 and s2; 
group(s): group the same topologies in the set s; 
select(S) : select the sparsest solutions from the set S, and return them in a set. 
Function P-RTR (S,Y,r) 
1: TP←{}; Set←{TP};   /*initial topology TP and Set*/ 
2: for (i ← 1;i ≤ getSize(S); i++)  
3:     child←S[i]; y←Y[i]; newSet←{}; 
4:     for all topologies TP∈Set do 
5:        Candidates←{r} ∪S[1, …, i-1]; 
6:        for all candidates parent∈Candidates do 
7:           TPSet←findEdge(child, parent, y, TP); 
8:           if (TPSet≠{})/*parent is the parent of child*/ 
9:           then newSet←newSet∪TPSet; 
10:      end for 
11:   end for 
12:   Set←group(newSet); 
13:end for 
14:return select(Set). 







   findPaths(n, t): find all possible paths with at most one shortcut from the node n to the  
 root node in the topology t; 
   prepend(n, p): add the node n to the path p and return the new path; 
   getPathSum(p): compute the module sum of all edge labels along the path p; 
   update(t, p): add new edge(s) along the path p into the topology t and return the new  
topology. 
Function findEdge(child, parent, y, TP) 
1: TPSet←{}; /*initial TPSet as an empty set*/ 
2: PS←findPaths(parent, TP); 
3: for all paths p ∈ PS do 
4:    p←prepend(child, p); 
5:    if (getPathSum(p) = y) 
6:    then 
7:       newTP←update(TP, p); 
8:       TPSet←TPSet ∪ {newTP}; 
9: end for 
Figure 4.2 Function findEdge in algorithm P-RTR. 
 
4.3.2 An illustrative example 
Example 4.1 Figure 4.3 shows how the devised P-RTR algorithm works for a network 




{1, 2, 3, 4, 5, 6}; and the indirect path measurement vector (in the arriving order) is 
𝑌𝑌 = {1, 7, 4, 9, 20, 33}. The labels assigned on edges are given in the figure. Figure (a) 
shows the initial state in which the topology only contains the sink node 0. When the sink 
received the first measurement 𝑦𝑦1 originated from node 1, node 1 didn’t have other parent 
choices except the sink node and its measurement must match the label of the edge 𝑙𝑙1,0 as 
shown in (b). When node 2’s measurement packet arrived at the sink, both node 0 and 
node 1 are its parent candidates. If node 2’s parent is node 0, the possible paths are 
��𝑒𝑒2,0 ��and the result of 𝑎𝑎𝑒𝑒𝑡𝑡𝑃𝑃𝑎𝑎𝑡𝑡ℎ𝑆𝑆𝑢𝑢𝑚𝑚��𝑒𝑒2,0 �� = 7 which matches its measurement 
𝑦𝑦2 = 7; if its parent is node 1, the path candidates are ��𝑒𝑒2,1 , 𝑒𝑒1,0�� but the result of 
𝑎𝑎𝑒𝑒𝑡𝑡𝑃𝑃𝑎𝑎𝑡𝑡ℎ𝑆𝑆𝑢𝑢𝑚𝑚��𝑒𝑒2,1 , 𝑒𝑒1,0�� doesn’t match 𝑦𝑦2 assuming 𝑙𝑙2,1�𝑒𝑒2,1� is not 6. So the parent of 
node 2 is the sink node as shown in (c). Similarly, we could find the parent of node 3 is 
node 1 as in (d). But for node 4, tie situation occurs. Both the sink and node 3 could be its 
parent nodes, so we will get two different potential topologies (e.1) and (e.2) at this 
moment. For the next node, both these two potential topologies will be checked. 
Therefore, for node 5, P-RTR will find (f.1) based on (e.1), and (f.2.1) and (f.2.2) based 
on (e.2). In (f.2.1), the path of node 5 is {𝑒𝑒5,4 , 𝑒𝑒4,3, 𝑒𝑒3,1,, 𝑒𝑒1,0}; while in (f.2.2), its path is {𝑒𝑒5,4 , 𝑒𝑒4,0} where 𝑒𝑒4,0 is the new shortcut. Then for node 6, we have the following three 
potential recovery situations: (1) (g.1) can be recovered from (f.1); (2) (g.2.1.1) and 
(g.2.1.2) are recovered from (f.2.1); and (3) (g.2.2.1) and (g.2.2.2) are recovered based on 
(f.2.2). As we can see, (g.2.1.2), (g.2.2.1) and (g.2.2.2) have the same topology, so they 
could be grouped together by the function group(s) in P-RTR algorithm. If there is a next 




the routing topology recovery. In this example, node 6 is the last node. Therefore, the P-
RTR algorithm will choose the sparest topologies (g.1) and (g.2.1.1) as the solution set. 
 
 
Figure 4.3 An illustrate example for P-RTR. The bold arrows show the recovered path for 
the incoming node. The blue dashed is the new shortcut that the incoming node brings in. 
The characters (a) to (g) represent all the nodes in sequence. And the following sub-





4.3.3 Analysis of the correctness 
 Now let us consider whether the P-RTR algorithm could recover the real routing 
topology correctly. Basically, there are the following three situations: 
1) Fully recovery: the solution set has only one topology which is the real routing 
topology. E.g., there are only the first four nodes (including the sink) in Example 
8 and their paths are 𝑝𝑝1 = �𝑒𝑒1,0�, 𝑝𝑝2 = �𝑒𝑒2,0� and 𝑝𝑝3 = �𝑒𝑒3,1 , 𝑒𝑒1,0�; 
2) Partially recovery: the solution set has multiple topologies which include the real 
routing topology. E.g., the real routing topology is (g.1) or (g.2.1.1) in Example 8; 
3) False recovery: the solution set does NOT contain the real routing topology. E.g., 
the real routing topology is (g.2.1.2) in Example 8. 
Note that the failed recovery as illustrated in situation 3) is because there are 
multiple recovered topologies and the real one has more edges than the “fake” one(s) due 
to the tie paths. Therefore, the preliminary algorithm P-RTR cannot always get the 
correct recovery. 
 
4.4 Sequential Routing Topology Recovery (S-RTR) Algorithm 
4.4.1 Algorithm description 
As we can see from the illustrative example and the analysis of the preliminary 
algorithm P-RTR, it could reconstruct a solution set of potentially possible dynamic 
routing topologies that satisfy our sparseness assumption from a complete set of indirect 
path measurements received at the sink. However, the inferred solution set may exclude 
the real routing topology. And even if the P-RTR solution set does include the real 




information to exactly determine which one is the true solution when multiple solution 
candidates exist. Therefore, we want to make the size of the inferred solution set to be as 
small as possible while keeping the real routing topology in it. The situation 1) in section 
4.3.3 will be ideal. 
One efficient way we investigate to reduce the size of the P-RTR solution set is to 
adopt additional path measurement metric(s). In other words, in addition to the modular 
summation for indirect path measurement metric, supplemental measurement metric(s) 
could also be applied in each measurement packet routed towards the sink. Instead of a 
single scalar measurement value 𝑦𝑦𝑡𝑡  as we considered before, now each measurement 𝑦𝑦𝑡𝑡 is 
a group of multiple values based on all measurement metrics, that is,  𝑦𝑦𝑡𝑡 = {𝑦𝑦𝑡𝑡1, 𝑦𝑦𝑡𝑡2, ⋯ }. 
For example, exclusive-or (XOR) can be adopted as the secondary indirect measurement 
metric. This extended P-RTR algorithm using both module SUM and XOR measurement 
metrics is referred to as Sequential Routing Topology Recovery (S-RTR) algorithm as 
shown in Figure 4 4. Its corresponding function findEdge is shown in Figure 4.5. The 







getSize(s): return the size of the set s; 
s1∪ s2: join the two sets s1ands2; 
group(s): group the same topologies in the set s; 
select(s) : select the sparest solutions from the set s, and return them in a set. 
Function S-RTR (S,Y,r) 
1: TP←{}; Set←{TP};   /*initial topology TP and Set*/ 
2: for (i ← 1;i ≤ getSize(S); i++)  
3:     child←S[i]; y1←Y[i,1]; y2←Y[i,2]; newSet←{}; 
4:     for all topologies TP∈Set do 
5:        Candidates←{r} ∪S[1, …, i-1]; 
6:        for all candidates parent∈Candidates do 
7:           TPSet←findEdge(child, parent, y1, y2, TP); 
8:           if (TPSet≠{})/*parent is the parent of child*/ 
9:           then newSet←newSet∪TPSet; 
10:      end for 
11:   end for 
12:   Set←group(newSet); 
13:end for 
14: return select(Set). 







   findPaths(n, t): find all possible paths with at most one shortcut from the node n to the  
 root node in the topology t; 
   prepend(n, p): add the node n to the path p and return the new path; 
   getPathSum(p): compute the module sum of all edge labels along the path p; 
   getPathXor(p): compute the exclusive-or for all edge labels along the path p; 
   update(t, p): add new edge(s) along the path p into the topology t and return the new  
topology. 
Function findEdge(child, parent, y1, y2, TP) 
1: TPSet←{}; /*initial TPSet as an empty set*/ 
2: PS←findPaths(parent, TP); 
3: for all paths p ∈ PS do 
4:    p←prepend(child, p); 
5:    if (getPathSum(p) = y1 && getPathXor(p)=y2) 
6:    then 
7:       newTP←update(TP, p); 
8:       TPSet←TPSet ∪ {newTP}; 
9: end for 





4.4.2 An illustrative example 
Example 4.2 Reconsider Example 4.1 by using the same sequence vector 𝑆𝑆. The indirect 
path measurement vector 𝑌𝑌 is based on both module SUM and XOR measurement 
metrics, 𝑌𝑌 = {{1, 1}, {7, 7}, {4, 2}, {9, 7}, {20, 12}, {33, 15}}. The first four states of S-
RTR (a), (b), (c) and (d) are same as P-RTR in Figure 4.3 except the secondary 
measurement based on XOR will be checked as well. For node 4 there is a tie situation 
with P-RTR. However, with S-RTR, when topology (e.1) is found, although the Sum path 
measurement matches 𝑌𝑌1, the XOR measurement 𝑌𝑌2 doesn’t match (i.e., 9 ≠ 7), so (e.1) 
is not a valid topology and will be dropped. Topology (e.2) will be the only recovered 
topology for node 4. For node 5, P-RTR will find only the topology (f.2.1) fits both 𝑌𝑌1 
and 𝑌𝑌2 (i.e., 1 + 3 + 5 + 11 = 20 and 1⨁3⨁5 ⊕ 11 = 12). Finally for node 6,  
(g.2.1.2) will be recovered as the only possible topology in the solution set from RTR. 
 
4.4.3 Empirical study for P-RTR and S-RTR algorithm 
We conducted simulations on the P-RTR algorithm given in previous sections 4.3 
and the S-RTR algorithm in this section. In our simulation setting, we have (1) all edge 
labels are unique odd positive integers randomly generated from {1, 3, 5, …, 216-1}, and 
thus an edge labeling value is two bytes; and (2) the module sum operation is accordingly 
mod 216. This setting will be used for all the simulations reported in this paper. 
Table 4.1 shows the comparison of the size of the solution set between the P-RTR 
algorithm and the S-RTR algorithm. In this table, column WSN Size lists the total 





Figure 4.6 An illustrate example for S-RTR. The bold arrows show the recovered path for 
the incoming node. The blue dashed is the new shortcut that the incoming node brings in.  
 
nodes in the WSN routing topology; column Hgt shows the longest routing path in terms 
of hops in the WSN; and column SC Ratio is the ratio of the number of the shortcut to 
the number of all edges (including shortcuts) in the routing topology A-‘Tree’. These four 
columns show the basic structure of the WSN routing topologies in our simulations. All 
these WSN routing topologies are randomly generated with the network size ranging 
from 20 to 40 nodes. We can see from the table that the SC ratio of these WSNs s is from 
0.11 (1/9) to 0.43(17/40), representing a good diversity of sparseness situations. The last 
two columns in the table are the sizes of the inferred solution sets by the P-RTR 
algorithm and the S-RTR algorithm, respectively. Comparing the last two columns of the 
table, we can see the S- RTR algorithm gives much smaller solution sets than P-RTR. For 




algorithm, although in general, there is no guarantee that the unique true solution can be 
always obtained. On the other hand, two more bytes need be added for each path 
measurement packet when an additional measurement metric is used in the S-RTR 
algorithm, increasing a bit of energy consumption of sensor nodes. Note the P-RTR 
recovery for the second empirical example from the bottom (marked with symbol *) in 
Table 4.1 is a false recovery as the situation 3) in section 4.3.3. 
 
Table 4.1. Comparison between P-RTR & S-RTR 
WSN Size Leave # Hgt SC Ratio P-RTR S-RTR  
21 13 5 7/27 1 1 
22 12 7 5/26 1 1 
23 12 7 6/17 1 1 
24 12 8 17/40 4 1 
25 16 5 5/29 1 1 
27 14 8 9/35 1 1 
30 17 8 16/45 1 1 
33 16 4 1/9 1 1 
37 20 7 13/49 1* 1 






4.5 Fast Sequential Routing Topology Recovery (FS-RTR) Algorithm 
 As the empirical study shown in the section 4.4.3, we can see S-RTR algorithm 
helps reduce the size of the solution set significantly. While the theoretical probability 
analysis on the S-RTR inferred solution set containing multiple solution candidates is still 
an open question, from our simulations, we empirically observed that this probability 
should be extremely small when the S-RTR algorithm adopts both module SUM and 
XOR measurement metrics. Based on this observation, a Fast Sequential Routing 
Topology Recovery (FS-RTR) algorithm is developed that attempts to give the unique 
true solution with very high probability in this section.  
 
4.5.1 Algorithm description 
In contrast to the P-RTR and S-RTR algorithms which generate a set of solution 
candidates, FS-RTR algorithm will only provide the first solution candidate found and 
then stop the further searching. The merit of FS-RTR algorithm is that it is twice faster 
than S-RTR algorithm on average since S-RTR may waste resources trying to find either 
non-existent or duplicated solution candidates in its effort to obtain the complete set of 
solution candidates. Figure 4.7 shows the details of FS-RTR algorithms and its 
corresponding findEdge+ function is in Figure 4.8. The main improvements are below: 
• The node child will stop testing other parent node candidates Candidates as long 
as it finds one (line 8 in FS-RTR); 
• The function findEdge+ will return the first path it found match the two 





These changes enable us to improve the FS-RTR algorithm’s performance by sorting the 
parent candidates Candidates and the path candidates PS according to the properties of a 
given WSN routing mechanism.  
 
Notation 
getSize(s): return the size of the set s; 
s1∪ s2: join the two sets s1 and s2; 
group(s): group the same topologies in the set s; 
Function FS-RTR(S, Y, r) 
1: TP←{{r}}; /*initial topology TP*/ 
2: for (i = 1; i ≤ getSize(S); i++)  
3:     child←S[i]; y1←Y[i,1]; y2←Y[i,2];  
4:     Candidates←{r} ∪ S[1, …, i-1]; 
5:     for all candidates parent ∈ Candidates do 
6:        newTP←findEdge+(child, parent, y1, y2, TP); 
7:        /*if a valid newTP found, break the inner for loop*/ 
8:        if (newTP ≠Null) then break; 
9:    end for 
10:   TP←newTP; 
11:end for 







   findPaths(n, t): find all possible paths with at most one shortcut from the node n to the  
 root node in the topology t; 
   prepend(n, p): add the node n to the path p and return the new path; 
   getPathSum(p): compute the module sum of all edge labels along the path p; 
   getPathXor(p): compute the exclusive-or for all edge labels along the path p; 
   update(t, p): add new edge(s) along the path p into the topology t and return the new  
topology. 
Function findEdge+(child, parent, y1, y2, TP) 
1: newTP ←Null; /* initial newTP as Null */ 
2: PS←findPaths(parent, TP); 
3: for all paths p ∈ PS do 
4:    p←prepend(child, p); 
5:    if (getPathSum(p) == y1 && getPathXor(p)==y2) 
6:    then 
7:       newTP←update(TP, p); 
8:       return newTP; 
9: end for 





4.5.2 Illustrative examples 
Example 4.3 Reconsider the same sequence vector 𝑆𝑆 and the indirect path measurement 
vector 𝑌𝑌 as Example 4.2. The first two states of FS-RTR (a) and (b) are same as S-RTR 
in Figure 4.6. When recovering node 2, FS-RTR will first check whether the sink node is 
its parent (assume parent candidates are sorted by their levels). In this example, the parent 
of node 2 is the sink node, FS-RTR will no longer examine other nodes and the recovered 
topology is as shown in (c); while RTR will further examine whether node 1 is the parent 
of node 2.  Similarly as S-RTR, the paths for the rest nodes could be recovered by FS-
RTR except FS-RTR doesn’t check more parent candidates or path candidates once it 
finds a valid one. 
 
Example 4.4 Figure 4.9 illustrates the differences between FS-RTR algorithm and S-
RTR algorithm in the case that the solution set from S-RTR contains multiple possible 
candidate topologies, which may occur with very small probability when a proper edge 
labeling function is used. In this example, the sink is node 0, the sequence vector is 
𝑆𝑆 = {1, 2, 3} and the indirect path measurement vector is 𝑌𝑌 = {{1, 1}, {3, 3}, {8, 6}}. Both 
(d.1) and (d.2) are in the solution set inferred by S-RTR. For FS-RTR, it checks the 
parent candidates for node 3 in the order of node 0, node1, and node 2. After it finds node 
1 is the parent of node 3, it will obtain topology (d.1) and then return it as the unique 





Figure 4.9 An illustration of the difference between FS-RTR and S-RTR. 
 
4.5.3 Empirical comparison study 
Table 4.2 compares the running time between the algorithm S-RTR and FS-RTR 
for various identical WSN routing topologies. These WSN routing topologies are 
randomly generated in a similar way as those given in Table 4.1. Same as Table 4.1, the 
first four columns show the basic structures of generated WSN topologies. For the 
empirical study, WSN routing topologies are randomly generated from a larger range of 
WSN size from 40 to 100 nodes. The longest routing path (Hgt) in terms of hops ranges 
from 8 to 13. The shortcut ratio (SC Ratio) of these WSN routing topologies is from 0.06 
(2/33) to 0.39(55/142) which also covers diverse situations in dynamic routing.  Column 
Set Size indicates the size of the solution candidate set by the S-RTR algorithm. The last 
column S-RTR/FS-RTR is the ratio of the CPU time of the S-RTR algorithm to the CPU 
time of FS-RTR. We can see the result shows that FS-RTR is averagely twice faster than 
S-RTR since our experimental topologies are randomly generated without any specified 




Table 4.2. Comparison between S-RTR & FS-RTR 
WSN Size Leave # Hgt SC Ratio Set Size S-RTR/FS-RTR 
41 22 9 3/43 1 1.6 
48 18 12 27/74 1 4.0 
54 21 13 31/84 1 1.9 
57 27 8 3/10 1 1.7 
64 35 8 34/97 1 2.0 
72 34 11 35/106 1 2.5 
75 35 13 17/54 1 2.1 
81 44 10 31/111 1 2.2 
88 39 13 55/142 1 1.8 
94 51 9 2/33 1 3.6 
 
 
4.5.4 Relations among the recovery algorithms 
 The relation among the devised recovery algorithms is shown as in Figure 4.10. 
Theoretically, the solution set of the algorithm P-RTR could be (a) the same set, (b) a 
superset or (c) a non-intersection set of the solutions set inferred byS- RTR 
corresponding to the three situations in section 4.3.3 respectively; and the unique solution 
from FS-RTR may be or may not be an element in the solution set of P-RTR or S-RTR. 
However, based on our empirical study, it is with high probability that the solution set of 





Figure 4.10 Relation among recovery algorithms 
 
4.6 Complexity Analysis 
In this section, we analyze the complexities of our devised S-RTR and FS-RTR 
algorithms. The complexity of FS-RTR will be analyzed first and then S-RTR’s 
complexity will be examined based on some conclusions from FS-RTR complexity 
analysis. 
 
4.6.1 Complexity of FS-RTR 
To analyze the complexity of FS-RTR algorithm, we first show that the 
complexity of  Function findEdge+ given in Figure 4.8 is 𝑂𝑂(𝑛𝑛2) based on the following 
Theorem 6, where n is the size of WSN (i.e., the total number of WSN nodes). 
Theorem 6 Given a directed acyclic graph 𝐺𝐺𝑚𝑚−1 consisting of  𝑛𝑛 − 1 nodes, adding the 
𝑛𝑛𝑡𝑡ℎ node into 𝐺𝐺𝑚𝑚−1 to create a new directed acyclic graph 𝐺𝐺𝑚𝑚, if the 𝑛𝑛𝑡𝑡ℎ node is added to 
a leaf node in 𝐺𝐺𝑚𝑚−1, the number of possible paths for the 𝑛𝑛𝑡𝑡ℎ node towards the sink in 𝐺𝐺𝑚𝑚 
is maximized. 
Proof As shown in Figure 4.11, assume node 𝑖𝑖 is the ancestor node of node 𝑗𝑗 which is a 
leaf node in 𝐺𝐺𝑚𝑚−1. Let 𝑃𝑃𝑁𝑁𝑖𝑖  and 𝑃𝑃𝑁𝑁𝑗𝑗  denote the number of possible paths for the 𝑛𝑛𝑡𝑡ℎ node 
towards the sink when the 𝑛𝑛𝑡𝑡ℎ node is added as the child node of node 𝑖𝑖 and node 𝑗𝑗 




If the 𝑛𝑛𝑡𝑡ℎ node is added as the child node of node 𝑖𝑖, every possible path from the 𝑛𝑛𝑡𝑡ℎ 
node to the sink 𝑝𝑝𝑚𝑚 = �𝑒𝑒𝑚𝑚,𝑖𝑖� ∪ 𝑝𝑝𝑖𝑖 , where 𝑝𝑝𝑖𝑖  is any path from node 𝑖𝑖 to the sink. We can 
see |𝑝𝑝𝑚𝑚| = |𝑝𝑝𝑖𝑖| = 𝑃𝑃𝑁𝑁𝑖𝑖 .  
If the 𝑛𝑛𝑡𝑡ℎ node is added as the child node of node 𝑗𝑗, since node 𝑖𝑖 is the ancestor node of 
the node 𝑗𝑗, there is at least one path 𝑝𝑝𝑗𝑗,𝑖𝑖 from node 𝑗𝑗 to node 𝑖𝑖. So the possible paths from 
the 𝑛𝑛𝑡𝑡ℎ node  via its parent node 𝑗𝑗 to the sink include the paths 𝑝𝑝𝑚𝑚′  which traverse the edge 
𝑒𝑒𝑚𝑚,𝑗𝑗, the path 𝑝𝑝𝑗𝑗,𝑖𝑖 and the path 𝑝𝑝𝑖𝑖 , that is  𝑝𝑝𝑚𝑚′ = �𝑒𝑒𝑚𝑚,𝑗𝑗� ∪ 𝑝𝑝𝑗𝑗 ,𝑖𝑖 ∪ 𝑝𝑝𝑖𝑖 , where |𝑝𝑝𝑚𝑚′ | = |𝑝𝑝𝑖𝑖| = 𝑃𝑃𝑁𝑁𝑖𝑖 . 
Additionally, the possible paths from the 𝑛𝑛𝑡𝑡ℎ node via its parent node 𝑗𝑗 to the sink also 
include the paths based on the shortcuts originated from node 𝑗𝑗 (as the blue curve arrows 
shown in the figure (b)). Meanwhile, since 𝐺𝐺𝑚𝑚 is a directed acyclic graph and the node 𝑖𝑖 is 
the ancestor node of the node 𝑗𝑗, there is no shortcut from the node 𝑖𝑖 to its descendants 
including node 𝑗𝑗 to avoid loops (as indicated by the red curve arrows with “X” symbol in 
the figure (a)). Therefore, 𝑃𝑃𝑁𝑁𝑗𝑗 ≥ |𝑝𝑝𝑚𝑚′ | = 𝑃𝑃𝑁𝑁𝑖𝑖 .                                                                ■ 
 
 





According to the above theorem, the worst case is that the directed acyclic graph 
𝐺𝐺𝑚𝑚 is created by adding each new node to the existing leaf node, that is 𝐺𝐺𝑚𝑚 is based on a 
linear spanning tree. When recovering the 𝑗𝑗𝑡𝑡ℎ node in the worst case, the number of paths 
𝑃𝑃𝑁𝑁𝑚𝑚 that the function findPaths (line 2 of findEdge+ in Figure 4.8) could get is one plus 
the sum of the possible shortcuts number for each added node, that is 𝑃𝑃𝑁𝑁𝑚𝑚 = 1 +
∑ (𝑙𝑙 − 3) = 1 + 1 + 2 + ⋯ + (𝑛𝑛 − 3) = 𝑂𝑂(𝑛𝑛2)𝑚𝑚𝑘𝑘=4 . Here, (𝑙𝑙 − 3) is because for the 
directed acyclic graph 𝐺𝐺𝑘𝑘 with 𝑙𝑙 nodes, the parent node of the 𝑙𝑙𝑡𝑡ℎ node could generated 
shortcuts to any 𝑙𝑙 nodes in 𝐺𝐺𝑘𝑘  except itself, its parent node and its new child node, that is 
at most (𝑙𝑙 − 3) new shortcuts. So the complexity of the function findEdge+ is 𝑂𝑂(𝑛𝑛2). 
Since there are 𝑛𝑛 − 1 parent candidates for the 𝑗𝑗𝑡𝑡ℎ node, the complexity for the code from 
line 5 to line 9 of FS-RTR is 𝑂𝑂(𝑛𝑛3). Considering there are total 𝑛𝑛 node, the total 
complexity of FS-RTR is 𝑂𝑂(𝑛𝑛4). 
 
4.6.2 Complexity of S-RTR 
The analysis for the complexity of S-RTR is similar to the one for the complexity 
of FS-RTR. The only difference is that S-RTR needs to consider how many different 
topologies that function findEdge returns. Theoretically, the worst case will be all 
possible paths from the 𝑗𝑗𝑡𝑡ℎ node to its (𝑗𝑗 − 1) parent node candidates fit the given path 
measurement, that is the number of possible topologies which is 𝑂𝑂(𝑛𝑛3). Since the 
complexity of function findEdge is the same as function findEdge+, for S-RTR algorithm 
given in Figure 4.5, the complexity of line 7 is 𝑂𝑂(𝑛𝑛2), the complexity of the for loop 




so the complexity of the whole S-RTR algorithmis 𝑂𝑂(𝑛𝑛7). However, from our empirical 
study, the number of possible topologies matching both the module SUM and XOR 
measurements of the 𝑗𝑗𝑡𝑡ℎ node is 1 instead of 𝑂𝑂(𝑛𝑛3) with very high probability. Therefore, 
the complexity of the S-RTR algorithm is 𝑂𝑂(𝑛𝑛4) in practice. 
 
4.6.3 Comparison with traditional CS reconstruction algorithms 
Table 4.3 compares our FS-RTR algorithm with some well-known 𝑙𝑙-sparse CS 
reconstruction algorithms [40] that employ random measurement matrices with 𝑀𝑀 × 𝑁𝑁 
dimensions. Note the complexity analysis of FS-RTR given above is based on WSN size 
𝑛𝑛, not based on link vector’s dimension N. Since 𝑁𝑁 = (𝑛𝑛 − 1)2, the complexity of FS-
RTR is 𝑂𝑂(𝑛𝑛4) = 𝑂𝑂(𝑁𝑁2). Also unlike traditional CS algorithms whose number of 
measurements 𝑀𝑀 are depended on the measurement matrices, the number of 
measurement 𝑀𝑀 in our approach to WSN routing topology inference is 𝑀𝑀 = 𝑛𝑛 − 1 = √𝑁𝑁. 
 
Table 4.3. Comparison between FS-RTR and other CS reconstruction algorithms 
Algorithms Number of Measurements Algorithm Complexity 
FS-RTR √𝑁𝑁 𝑁𝑁2 
Basis Pursuit (BP) 𝑙𝑙𝑙𝑙𝐾𝐾𝑎𝑎(𝑁𝑁/𝑙𝑙) 𝑁𝑁3 
Expanders(BP) 𝑙𝑙𝑙𝑙𝐾𝐾𝑎𝑎(𝑁𝑁/𝑙𝑙) 𝑁𝑁3 






In this chapter, we devise a suite of algorithms to recover routing topology at the 
sink: the preliminary algorithm P-RTR is based on the single measurement metric module 
summation; S-RTR algorithm is based on multiple measurement metrics (module 
summation and exclusive or) and a fast version FS-RTR is given based on the 
observation that the solution set of S-RTR usually has only one element. Empirical 
comparison for P-RTR algorithm vs. S-RTR algorithm, and S-RTR algorithm vs. FS-
RTR are studied. The complexity analysis of our algorithms are also provided and 




5 NON-SEQUENTIAL ROUTING TOPOLOGY RECOVERY ALGORITHMS 
5.1 Introduction 
According to the assumption in Chapter 4 that any routing path originated from an 
individual sensor node will not introduce more than two new wireless links in a collection 
cycle, all the wireless links for the routing path of a new arrived measurement packet 
except the two new ones should already be recovered from the earlier received 
measurement packets. So the algorithms in the previous chapter will work well when 
data/measurement packets are received at the sink in sequence which means the packet 
from each node arrives later than its parent node’s packet. However, with dynamic A-
Tree routing model, the order of received packets at the sink may not necessarily reflect 
the real sequential property of the received packets. For example, a child node's packet 
may arrive earlier at the sink than its parent node's packet, even though the parent node 
sent its own packet earlier than it forwarded the child node's packet. If the parent node’s 
packet has not arrived and its new wireless links have not been recovered yet, there could 
be more than two wireless links considered as the new wireless links introduced by the 
routing path for the child node. Such cases could not be recovered by the Sequential 
Routing Topology Recovery (S-RTR) algorithms even the routing paths for both the child 
node and the parent node satisfy our assumption. To solve this problem, we develop the 




fast version Fast Non-Sequential Routing Topology Recovery (FNS-RTR) algorithm to 
deal with such sequential uncertainty in routing topology inference. The complexity of 
each algorithm is given and the empirical study results are shown in this chapter. 
 
5.2 Assumptions 
 Similar as the assumptions for the Sequential Routing Topology Recovery (S-
RTR) algorithms in section 4.2, we assume wireless links could be reused whenever 
appropriate in a collection cycle, in which every sensor node in the WSN sends (at least) 
a packet to the sink. First, we consider WSN routing topology inference with a complete 
set of measurements, i.e., no packet loss during a cycle of data collection. Specifically, 
we have the following assumptions for sparseness, with respect to A-Tree routing model, 
to simplify the design of algorithms. These assumptions are based on our observation on 
routing dynamics from real-world outdoor WSN deployment in practice. 
• Any packet originated from a sensor node will not introduce more than one 
shortcut links in its route towards the sink;  
• The total number of the shortcuts in the A-Tree is bounded by a given constant 𝐾𝐾 
in any collection cycle, i.e., |𝐸𝐸+| < 𝐾𝐾 where 𝐾𝐾 ≪ 𝑛𝑛. 
We also assume the total number of the shortcuts in the A-‘Tree’ (the sparseness of the 
A-‘Tree’) is a given constant. 
 The difference between the new NS-RTR algorithms with the S-RTR algorithms 
is that we relax the assumption for the arrive order of the packets. The routing path for a 
sensor node whose packet has already arrived at the sink may reuse the wireless links in 




the sink node yet. In addition, we assume that some hop information of route is available, 
which could be either the hop number of route included in each packet or a maximum 
hop number limit applied to all routing paths. We note that with such the given hop 
information, our devised algorithms can reconstruct loopy routing paths, although loops 
are not included in A-Tree model. 
 
5.3 Non-Sequential Routing Topology Recovery (NS-RTR) 
In this Chapter, we will assume the parent node ID 𝑝𝑝𝑎𝑎𝑎𝑎𝑒𝑒𝑛𝑛𝑡𝑡 for each node are 
given in the measurement packet. The effects of this parent node ID data to the 
algorithms and their complexities will be analyzed in section 5.6. The other information 
from each measurement packet is similar as in section 4.4. The unique ID 𝑡𝑡 of the sensor 
node 𝑡𝑡 where the measurement packet originated from will be given. Two measurement 
metrics, modular summation (with mod m) (SUMm) and exclusive-or (XOR), will be used 
in each measurement packet routed towards the sink. That is each measurement 𝑦𝑦𝑡𝑡 
contains two values based on SUMm and XOR respectively, 𝑦𝑦𝑡𝑡 = {𝑦𝑦𝑡𝑡1 , 𝑦𝑦𝑡𝑡2}. We will use 
“recovering node i” to refer “recovering the path originated from node i” for convenience. 
These two terms are exchangeable. 
 
5.3.1 Algorithm description 
 In this section, we will show how the Non-Sequential Routing Topology 
Recovery (NS-RTR) algorithm works. Figure 5.1 shows the main NS-RTR algorithm. 
First a static tree staticTree is built according to the given packet set Packets received at 




tree if the parent node ID is given for each packet. The set leftPackets contains the 
packets whose routing paths don’t follow the same routing paths of their parent nodes. 
The dependent map dependentMap is used to record the relations between each node and 
its dependent children nodes. Here, if a node follows the same routing path as its parent 
node, we call this node is a dependent children node of its parent node. That is if the 
routing path of a parent node is recovered, we could easily recover the routing paths for 
its dependent children nodes by checking the dependent map. Next, the function 
buildATree(staticTree, leftPackets) will recover the routing paths for the nodes whose 
packets are in leftPackets and the shortcuts they used. The buildATree function may find 
more than one possible topologies because of the tie situation. All of the possible 




select(S) : select the sparest solutions from the set S, and return them in a set. 
Function NS-RTR (Packets, root) 
1: TPSet←{}; staticTree ←{}; dependentMap←{}; /*initial variables*/ 
2: {staticTree, leftPackets, dependentMap}←buildStaticTree(Packets, root); 
3: buildATree(staticTree, leftPackets); 
4: return select(TPSet); 





The detail of the function buildStaticTree (Packets) is given in Figure 5. 2. For 
each packet, if the parent node ID 𝑝𝑝𝑎𝑎𝑎𝑎𝑒𝑒𝑛𝑛𝑡𝑡 for each node 𝑡𝑡 is given, a spinning tree 
staticTree could easily be built by adding the edge 𝑒𝑒𝑡𝑡,𝑝𝑝𝑙𝑙𝑙𝑙𝑙𝑙𝑚𝑚𝑡𝑡. The measurement for each 
node 𝑦𝑦𝑡𝑡 is compared with the computing result based on 𝑙𝑙𝑡𝑡,𝑝𝑝𝑙𝑙𝑙𝑙𝑙𝑙𝑚𝑚𝑡𝑡, the label of the edge 
from the node 𝑡𝑡 to its parent node 𝑝𝑝𝑎𝑎𝑎𝑎𝑒𝑒𝑛𝑛𝑡𝑡,  and the measurement of its parent node 
𝑦𝑦𝑝𝑝𝑙𝑙𝑙𝑙𝑙𝑙𝑚𝑚𝑡𝑡. If the measurement 𝑦𝑦𝑡𝑡  matches the computing result, it means the routing path of 
the node 𝑡𝑡 following the routing path of its parent node 𝑝𝑝𝑎𝑎𝑎𝑎𝑒𝑒𝑛𝑛𝑡𝑡  and the edge 𝑒𝑒𝑡𝑡,𝑝𝑝𝑙𝑙𝑙𝑙𝑙𝑙𝑚𝑚𝑡𝑡 
could be added to the dependent map dependentMap. Otherwise, it indicates there is 
routing path variation so such packet needs to be added to the set leftPackets whose 
routing paths will be recovered by the function buildATree later.  
The basic idea of the function buildATree(tree, leftPackets) is to try to recover the 
packets in leftPackets. Once one packet is successfully recovered, update the tree and try 
to recover the rest packets. As shown in Figure 5.3, if the given set leftPackets is an 
empty set, it means all the routing paths have been recovered and TPSet could be updated 
by joining {tree, {}}. Note, there may be already a same topology tree in the set TPSet so 
the group function is used to remove the duplicates here. If leftPackets is not empty, we 
check from the first packet in leftPackets. If one or more paths matched the measurement 
could be found by the function findMatchedPaths, update the given tree with each path to 
get new trees. Each new tree is passed with the rest packets to call the function 
buildATree again. The for loop of the current buildATree will be stopped. If no matched 







getSize(s): return the size of the set s; 
getPathMsmt(𝑙𝑙𝑢𝑢,𝑣𝑣, y): compute the measurement based on the label of 𝑒𝑒𝑢𝑢,𝑣𝑣 and the given  
measurement value y; 
updateStaticTree(tree, 𝑒𝑒𝑢𝑢,𝑣𝑣): update staticTree tree by adding edge 𝑒𝑒𝑢𝑢,𝑣𝑣; 
updateDependentMap (tree, 𝑒𝑒𝑢𝑢,𝑣𝑣): update dependent map dependentMap by adding the  
map between the node 𝑢𝑢 to its parent 𝑣𝑣; 
𝑠𝑠1∪ 𝑠𝑠2: join the two sets 𝑠𝑠1 and 𝑠𝑠2 with original order. 
Function buildStaticTree (Packets, root) 
1: staticTree←{}; leftPackets←{}; dependentMap ←{};  /*initial variables*/ 
2: for (i ← 1;i ≤ getSize(Packets); i++)  
3:    {𝑡𝑡, 𝑦𝑦𝑡𝑡, 𝑝𝑝𝑎𝑎𝑎𝑎𝑒𝑒𝑛𝑛𝑡𝑡}← Packets[i]; /*set variables based on packet info*/ 
4:    staticTree ← updateStaticTree(staticTree, 𝑒𝑒𝑡𝑡,𝑝𝑝𝑙𝑙𝑙𝑙𝑙𝑙𝑚𝑚𝑡𝑡); 
5:    if (𝑦𝑦𝑡𝑡 = getPathMsmt(𝑙𝑙𝑡𝑡,𝑝𝑝𝑙𝑙𝑙𝑙𝑙𝑙𝑚𝑚𝑡𝑡, 𝑦𝑦𝑝𝑝𝑙𝑙𝑙𝑙𝑙𝑙𝑚𝑚𝑡𝑡)) 
6:    then 
7:       dependentMap ← updateDependentMap(dependentMap, 𝑒𝑒𝑡𝑡,𝑝𝑝𝑙𝑙𝑙𝑙𝑙𝑙𝑚𝑚𝑡𝑡); 
8:    else 
9:       leftPackets ← {Packets[i]} ∪ leftPackets; 
10:end for 
11:return {staticTree, leftPackets, dependentMap }; 







findMatchedPaths (packet, tree): find the paths with at most one shortcut for the node of  
packet in the tree tree and choose the ones matched the measurements. 
updateATrees (tree, 𝑝𝑝): update ‘A’-Tree tree by adding path 𝑝𝑝. 
group(s): group the same topologies in the set s; 
Function buildATree(tree, leftPackets); 
1: if (leftPackets ={}) then TPSet←group({tree}∪TPSet); return; 
2: packets←leftPackets; 
3: for (i ← 1;i ≤ getSize(leftPackets); i++)  
4:     paths←findMatchedPaths(leftPackets[i], tree); 
5:     if (paths ≠{})                       /*One or more matched paths are found for this packet*/ 
6:        then 
7:           for all path 𝑝𝑝∈ paths do 
8:              buildATree(updateATree(tree, 𝑝𝑝), packets[i+1, getSize(packets)]); 
9:              return; 
10:         end for 
11:        else 
12:              packets←packets[i+1, getSize(packets)]) ∪{ packets[i]}; 
13:end for 





5.3.2 An illustrative example 
Example 5.1 Figure 5.4 shows how the devised NS-RTR algorithm works for a network 
with 7 nodes. In this network, the sink is node 0; the packets received at the sink  
𝑃𝑃𝑎𝑎𝑠𝑠𝑙𝑙𝑒𝑒𝑡𝑡𝑠𝑠 = {�1,0,1, {1,1}�, �2,0,1, {3,3}�, �3,0,1, {11,11}�, �4,3,3, {21,11}�, {5,4,4, {36, 4}}, {6,4,5, {45,17}}}, where each packet contains the information for the node ID, parent 
ID, hop number and the measurement values respectively. The order of the packets in the 
set 𝑃𝑃𝑎𝑎𝑠𝑠𝑙𝑙𝑒𝑒𝑡𝑡𝑠𝑠 doesn’t matter. Figure (a) shows the static tree staticTree built from the 
function buildStaticTree. At this step, the corresponding set leftPackets is {{4,3,3, {21,11}}, {6,4,5, {45,17}}} and the dependent map dependentMap is {0 →{1,2,3}, 4 → {5}}. Then the function buildATree(staticTree, leftPackets) is used to 
recover the paths for the packets in leftPackets. If the packet {6,4,5, {45,17}} is checked 
first, there will be no matched paths and this packet will be moved to the end of the set. If 
the packet {4,3,3, {21,11}} is checked first and there are two matched paths 
�𝑒𝑒4,3 , 𝑒𝑒3,2 , 𝑒𝑒2,0� and �𝑒𝑒4,3 , 𝑒𝑒3,1 , 𝑒𝑒1,0�. The tie situation happens here. So the static tree 
could be updated to either the new tree in Figure (b.1) or Figure (b.2). These two new 
trees are used to recover the packet {6,4,5, {45,17}} by calling the function buildATree 
again. The routing path for note 6 �𝑒𝑒6,4 , 𝑒𝑒4,3 , 𝑒𝑒3,2 , 𝑒𝑒2,1 , 𝑒𝑒1,0� could only be recovered 
based on the tree in Figure (b.1). So the tree in Figure (c) is the only tree in the solution 
set of this example. Note, if the packet for node 6 is not in the received packets in this 





Figure 5.4 An illustrate example for NS-RTR. The solid arrows are the edges for the 
static tree while the dashed arrows are the shortcuts in A-‘Tree’. The blue dashed edge is 
the new shortcut recovered from a packet. The characters (a) to (c) represent the trees in 
the recovering order. And the following sub-numbers like b.1 and b.2 are used to specify 
the different trees recovered for the same packet. 
 
Example 5.2 Figure 5.5 further illustrates an NS-RTR recovery example of loopy path 
reconstruction with a network of 6 nodes. The packets received at the sink for this 
example are 
𝑃𝑃𝑎𝑎𝑠𝑠𝑙𝑙𝑒𝑒𝑡𝑡𝑠𝑠 = ��1,0,1, {1,1}�, �2,0,1, {3,3}�, �3,1,2, {8,6}�, �4,3,4, {26,10}�, �5,3,6, {42,0}�� 
Figure (a) shows the staticTree, along with which the dependent map dependentMap is {0 → {1,2}, 1 → {3}}. The corresponding set leftPackets at this moment is 
��4,3,4, {26,10}�, �5,3,6, {42,0}��. The function buildATree will find the matched path 




new A-Tree with the new shortcut 𝑒𝑒1,2 as shown in Figure (b). Then the path 
�𝑒𝑒5,3 , 𝑒𝑒3,1 , 𝑒𝑒1,2, 𝑒𝑒2,3, 𝑒𝑒3,1, 𝑒𝑒1,0�  will be found for the next packet �5,3,6, {42,0}�. There is a 
loop �𝑒𝑒3,1 , 𝑒𝑒1,2, 𝑒𝑒2,3�  in the routing path for node 5. NR-RTR algorithm is able to recover 
such loopy path cases with the help of the given hop number information. 
 
 
Figure 5.5 An illustrate example with a loop path for NS-RTR. 
 
5.4 Fast Non-Sequential Routing Topology Recovery (FNS-RTR) 
 According to the Non-Sequential Routing Topology Recovery (NS-RTR) 
algorithm and the illustrate example in the previous section, a solution set obtained from 
NS-RTR algorithm could contain more than one solution A-tree due to potential tie 
situations. However as the observation in the Chapter 4, a tie situation rarely occurs when 
both module Sum and Xor measurement metrics are adopted to calculate compressed 
path measurements. We hence derive a fast version of NS-RTR algorithm, referred to as 





5.4.1 Algorithm description 
 Similar as the FS-RTR algorithm in section 4.5, the FNS-RTR algorithm will not 
give a set of solution trees. It will only return the first solution A-tree it finds and then 
stop searching. The merit of FNS-RTR algorithm is that it could be much faster than NS-
RTR algorithm since FNS-RTR is likely to save the effort trying to find either non-
existent or duplicated solution A-trees. The main algorithm scheme of FNS-RTR is very 
similar with that of NS-RTR except that the function buildATree is used instead of the 
function buildATrees. Figure 5.6 shows the details of the FNS-RTR main algorithms and 
Figure 5.7 shows its corresponding buildATree function. The buildStaticTree function for 
FNS-RTR algorithm is exactly same as that of NS-RTR algorithm.  
 
Notation 
Function FNS-RTR (Packets, root) 
1: TP←null; staticTree ←{}; dependentMap←{}; /*initial variables*/ 
2: {staticTree, leftPackets, dependentMap}←buildStaticTree(Packets, root); 
3: buildATree(staticTree, leftPackets); 
4: return TP; 
Figure 5.6 FNS-RTR algorithm. 
 
The main differences between the function buildATree and the function 
buildATrees are marked by underlines in Figure 5.7. At most one path will be found from 




the current A-Tree for the left packets. So there will be only one A-tree reconstructed by 
the function buildATree. 
 
Notation 
findMatchedPath (packet, tree): find the first path matched the measurements with at  
most one shortcut for the node of packet in the tree tree. 
updateATrees (tree, 𝑝𝑝): update ‘A’-Tree tree by adding path 𝑝𝑝. 
Function buildATree(tree, leftPackets); 
1: if (leftPackets ={}) then TP← tree; return; 
2: packets←leftPackets; 
3: for (i ← 1;i ≤ getSize(leftPackets); i++)  
4:     path←findMatchedPath(leftPackets[i], tree); 
5:     if (path ≠ null)                       /*One path is found for this packet*/ 
6:        then 
7:           buildATree(updateATree(tree, 𝑝𝑝), packets[i+1, getSize(packets)]); 
8:        else 
9:           packets←packets[i+1, getSize(packets)]) ∪{ packets[i]}; 
10:end for 
11: return null;  






5.4.2 An illustrative example 
Example 5.2 Using FNS-RTR algorithm recover the same packets in the Example 5.1, 
𝑃𝑃𝑎𝑎𝑠𝑠𝑙𝑙𝑒𝑒𝑡𝑡𝑠𝑠 = {�1,0,1, {1,1}�, �2,0,1, {3,3}�, �3,0,1, {11,11}�, �4,3,3, {21,11}�, {5,4,4, {36, 4}}, {6,4,5, {45,17}}}, where each packet contains the information for the node ID, parent 
ID, hop number and the measurement values respectively. The network is with the same 
7 nodes and the sink is node 0. Similar as in Figure 5.4, the static tree staticTree built 
from the function buildStaticTree is same as in Figure (a). Also, the corresponding set 
leftPackets is {{4,3,3, {21,11}}, {6,4,5, {45,17}}} and the dependent map dependentMap 
is {0 → {1,2,3}, 4 → {5}}. When the function buildATree(staticTree, leftPackets) is used 
to check the packet {4,3,3, {21,11}}, it will be only one matched path either 
�𝑒𝑒4,3 , 𝑒𝑒3,2 , 𝑒𝑒2,0� or �𝑒𝑒4,3 , 𝑒𝑒3,1 , 𝑒𝑒1,0�. If the matched path is �𝑒𝑒4,3 , 𝑒𝑒3,2 , 𝑒𝑒2,0�, the static tree 
could be updated to the new tree in Figure (b.1) and the packet {6,4,5, {45,17}} will be 
recovered later as in Figure (c). The FNS-RTR will return the solution tree in Figure (c). 
If the matched path is �𝑒𝑒4,3 , 𝑒𝑒3,1 , 𝑒𝑒1,0�, the new tree will be as in Figure (b.2) and the 
routing path for the packet {6,4,5, {45,17}} could not be recovered. So the FNS-RTR will 
not find the solution tree and return null. Note, it is possible that the FNS-RTR algorithm 
cannot find the solution tree which could be found in the NS-RTR algorithm but the 





5.5 Empirical Comparison Study 
5.5.1 Simulation setup 
We conducted thorough simulations on our FNS-RTR algorithm. In our 
simulation setting, we have (1) all edge labels are unique odd positive integers randomly 
generated from {1, 3, 5, …, 216-1}, and thus an edge labeling value is two bytes; and (2) 
the module sum operation is accordingly mod 216.  
 
Table 5.1. Parameter range for noise generation 
Parameters Range 
Baseline noise level average [-98, -92] 
Baseline noise level standard deviation [1,3] 
Burst offset average [0,45] 
Burst offset standard deviation [1,3] 
Burst sigma range [1,3] 
Burst duration average [20,110] 
Burst duration standard deviation [5,20] 
Burst frequency average [0,3] 
Burst frequency standard deviation [1,2] 
 
 
In our simulation, each network link is established by checking signal to noise 
ratio (SNR). If SNR is less than the predefined threshold [16], we consider the package is 




the same radio gain for all links, and simulate both the random noises at short-time scales 
and the bursty noises at relatively long-time scales [16, 17] independently for each link. 
More specifically, 4dB is used as the SNR threshold [16], and -95dBm is used as the 
radio gain. Table 5.1 shows the ranges of all parameters for the noise simulation. The left 
column is the name of each parameter, and the right column is the range (dBm) from 
which the corresponding parameter is randomly chosen.  
The WSNs are simulated starting from the given sink node which is the only 
element in the initial parent nodes set ParentSet. The other nodes are considered as child 
node candidates in the initial child node set ChildSet. One node is random chose from 
ChildSet as child node, and one node is randomly chosen from ParentSet as a potential 
parent node, a noise sequence will be generated for the link between this child node and 
its potential parent node. If the SNR of that link is less than or equal to the given 
threshold, try to check another potential parent node; otherwise, build the link between 
them, and do the following: 
• Record the noise sequence; 
• Move the child node from ChildSet to ParentSet; 
• Check the validation of each ancestor link along the path from the parent node to 
the sink node, increase the timer after each checking. If there is any link not 
valid at the moment, add a shortcut. Once a shortcut is added, stop the checking 
since only one shortcut will be allowed for a new path based on our assumption.  
Figure 5.8 illustrates how a shortcut was generated in dynamic routing. In this WSN 
simulation example, WSN’s topology was built in the sequence of node 1, node 8, node 




parent node in routing due to the fact that the noise of the edge 𝑒𝑒15,21 (-100.3dBm) was 
more than 4dB smaller than the radio gain -95dBm. Next, when the previously successful 
ancestor link 𝑒𝑒21,8 along the path toward to the sink was checked at time t+1, a busty 
noise (-80.4dBm) occurred there. Then, at time t+2, node 21 tried to find another link to 
forward the packet from node 15, and found the edge 𝑒𝑒21,1 whose noise was -104.2dBm. 
Thus 𝑒𝑒21,1 was added to the WSN routing topology as a shortcut. 
 
 
Figure 5.8 An illustration for dynamic routing in noise environment. The three plots show 
the noise at edge 𝑒𝑒15,21 , 𝑒𝑒21,8 and 𝑒𝑒21,1 respectively. The red thick horizontal lines mark 
the ratio gain -95dBm while the vertical orange dash line indicates time t. 
 
The generation of the WSN topology would be finished when ChildSet is empty. 
The sequence of the nodes selected to ParentSet could be used as our sequence vector S, 
the path generated in the topology could be used to calculate the indirect path 
measurement vector Y. Then FS-RTR algorithm uses these inputs S and Y to infer the 





5.5.2 Simulation comparison between NS-RTR and FNS-RTR 
 Table 5.2 lists the 10 simulated WSNs with various sizes and topologies. The first 
four columns show the basic structures of generated WSNs. Column WSN Size lists the 
total number of nodes of the simulated networks; column Height shows the longest 
routing path in terms of hops in the WSN; and column SC Ratio is the ratio of the 
number of the shortcut to the number of all edges (including shortcuts) in the routing 
topology A-‘Tree’. For this empirical study, WSNs are generated from a range of WSN 
size from 90 to 510 nodes. The longest routing path in terms of hops ranges from 10 to 16. 
The SC ratio of these WSN routing topologies is from 0.04 (7/162) to 0.37 (62/167) in 
the dynamic routing. The loop ratio is from 0 to 0.13 (43/340) in the dynamic routing. 
For all simulation cases, our NS-RTR algorithms have correctly reconstructed their 
corresponding dynamic routing topologies from the compressed topology measurements, 
which demonstrates the effectiveness of the NS-RTR algorithms. To further evaluate our 
FNS-RTR algorithm's performance, the last column NS-RTR/FNS-RTR in Table 5.2 
also gives the ratio of the CPU time of the NS-RTR algorithm to the CPU time of the 
FNS-RTR algorithm. We can see from the results that FNS-RTR is averagely 4.1 faster 
than the NS-RTR since our experimental topologies are arbitrarily generated without any 
specified routing path preferences. 
 
5.5.3 Simulation comparison among MNT, Pathfinder and FNS-RTR 
 We compare our FNS-RTR algorithm with MNT[2] and Pathfinder[11], the two 
most related works of WSN path inference. In this simulation study, we focus on not only 




dynamics across collection cycles. Three consecutive data collection cycles for each 
simulated WSN will be used for per-packet path recovery to satisfy the reliable packets 
requirement of MNT and the offset estimator calculation of Pathfinder. Our FNS-RTR 
 
Table 5.2. Comparison between NS-RTR & FNS-RTR 




106 12 62/167 0 1 3.5 
113 12 23/79 0 1 9.4 
118 10 7/123 5/117 1 2.3 
136 12 12/79 16/135 1 4.0 
154 12 35/187 10/153 1 2.4 
156 10 7/162 0 1 4.8 
166 10 13/68 0 1 4.9 
173 11 64/235 1/43 1 3.8 
193 11 55/247 0 1 3.7 
209 10 57/265 0 1 3.0 
341 15 82/421 43/340 1 2.6 
343 12 23/137 0 1 4.8 
363 12 54/235 0 1 4.6 
380 12 74/453 0 1 2.9 





algorithm can recover routing paths in each data collection cycle independently without 
any before/after cycles' references. Also, the FNS-RTR algorithm performs path 
reconstruction online in real-time, whereas Pathfinder uses the offline path information 
obtained from later packets (potentially many cycles later) to recover the earlier packet 
paths in its path speculation step. To be fair in the comparison, the path speculation step 
of the Pathfinder algorithm will not be considered. 
 
 
Figure 5.9 Comparison among MNT, Pathfinder and FNS-RTR 
 
The successful recovery ratios for different WSN sizes are shown in Figure 5.9. 
For each WSN size, we simulated 10 different WSN instances and computed their 
averaged recovery ratio. Figure 5.9 (a) shows the result for sequentially arriving packets 
where the packet from a parent node arrives at the sink before the packets from its 
children nodes arrive during each collection cycle, whereas Figure 5.9 (b) shows the 
result for unsequentially arriving packets where the arriving packets have been randomly 
reordered in each collection cycle to reflect non-synchronized WSN behaviors and 
random delays at different intermediate nodes in practice. As shown in Figure 5.9, the 




arriving packets and about 1.26% to 5.43% for unsequentially arriving packets. The low 
performance of MNT is due to the extremely high routing dynamics across collection 
cycles in the simulation, in which any node's parent node is likely different in each cycle 
with high probability. Therefore it is hard for MNT to find reliable packets. The 
successful recovery ratios of the Pathfinder algorithm range from 32.6% to 55.6% for 
sequentially arriving packets, but only range from 4.12% to 13.8% for unsequentially 
arriving packets. The big performance difference of Pathfinder lies in the packet 
reordering in each cycle. When the packet from a child node arrives at the sink earlier 
than the packet from its parent node in a same collection cycle, the offset estimator in 
Pathfinder would produce a wrong result for this pair of nodes, which can dramatically 
affect its performance.  In contrast, we observed that our FNS-RTR algorithm is able to 
fully (100%) recover all routing paths for both sequentially and unsequentially arriving 
packets in the simulation. This is not surprising because FNS-RTR reconstructs routing 
paths in each collection cycle independently. As a result, the extreme WSN routing 
dynamics across collection cycles do not have any impact on FNS-RTR. 
 
5.6 Complexity Analysis 
 In this section, the complexity of the FNS-RTR algorithm will be examined first 
and then its conclusion will be used to analyze the complexity of the NS-RTR algorithm. 






5.6.1 Complexity of FNS-RTR 
 As shown in the section 5.4, the complexity of the FNS-RTR algorithm is the 
complexity of the function buildStaticTree plus the complexity of the function 
buildATree. With the given parent node information, the complexity of the function 
buildStaticTree is pretty straightforward. For a wireless sensor network with size 𝑛𝑛 (i.e., 
the total number of the WSN nodes is 𝑛𝑛), the function buildStaticTree’s complexity is 
𝑂𝑂(𝑛𝑛). Therefore, the complexity of the FNS-RTR algorithm depends on the complexity 
of the function buildATree. 
 We will first check the complexity of the core function findMatchedPath for the 
function buildATree. According to Theorem 4 in the section 3.5, the total number of 
routing path candidates is 𝑂𝑂(1) for each shortcut candidate, given the hop number limit 
ℎ𝑙𝑙𝑖𝑖𝑚𝑚𝑖𝑖𝑡𝑡 . So the complexity of function findMatchedPath depends on the number of the 
shortcut candidates to check. Although a possible start node of a shortcut for a given left 
packet could be any node along a possible routing path originated from the parent node 
except the sink, the number of possible start nodes of the shortcut is 𝑂𝑂�𝐾𝐾(ℎ𝑙𝑙𝑖𝑖𝑚𝑚𝑖𝑖𝑡𝑡 − 2)� =
𝑂𝑂(1), where 𝐾𝐾 is an assumed constant threshold of the number of shortcuts in any WSN 
collection cycle. A possible end node for a shortcut could be any node in the network, 
which means the number of possible end nodes of a shortcut is 𝑂𝑂(𝑛𝑛). Overall, the total 
number of the shortcut candidates is 𝑂𝑂(𝑛𝑛). Therefore, the complexity of the function 
findMatchedPath is 𝑂𝑂(𝑛𝑛). Note, if the hop count for each packet is given instead of the 
overall hop number limit of the whole WSN, the actual running time will be reduced but 




 The complexity of the function buildATree depends on how many times that the 
function findMatchedPath will be called. The best case is the shortcuts introduced by 
each left packets are independent, that is the function findMatchedPath only needs to be 
called once for each left packet. Assume there are 𝑙𝑙 packets left initially, the complexity 
of the function buildATree is 𝑂𝑂(𝑙𝑙) = 𝑂𝑂(𝑎𝑎) = 𝑂𝑂(1) where 𝑎𝑎 is the given maximum 
shortcut number for the A-“Tree” since each node at most introduces one shortcut. The 
worst case is the routing path for one packet need to use the shortcut introduced in 
another packet. In every round of the for loop at line 3 in Figure 5.6, only the routing 
path for the last packet will be found. So the function findMatchedPath will be called 
∑ 𝑖𝑖𝑘𝑘𝑖𝑖=1  times, which is 𝑂𝑂(𝑙𝑙2) = 𝑂𝑂(𝑎𝑎2) = 𝑂𝑂(1). In conclusion, the complexity of the 
function buildATree is 𝑂𝑂(𝑛𝑛) and the complexity of the FNS-RTR algorithm is also 𝑂𝑂(𝑛𝑛). 
 
5.6.2 Complexity of NS-RTR 
 The analysis for the complexity of the NS-RTR algorithm is similar with the 
FNS-RTR algorithm. The complexity of the function buildStaticTree is the same which is 
𝑂𝑂(𝑛𝑛). The complexity of the function findMatchedPaths is 𝑂𝑂(𝑛𝑛) which is also same as 
the function findMatchedPath. In the worst case, the function findMatchedPath needs to 
check all the path candidates as the function findMatchedPaths if the matched routing 
path is the last one to be found. The main difference between the NS-RTR algorithm and 
the FNS-RTR algorithm is that the NS-RTR algorithm will get all the matched paths 
instead of just one. All these matched paths need to be used to update the A-‘Tree’ as 
shown at line 7 in Figure 5.3. Since the maximum number of the matched paths is same 




buildATree in NS-RTR is 𝑂𝑂(𝑛𝑛2). Therefore, the complexity of the NS-RTR algorithm is 
𝑂𝑂(𝑛𝑛2). 
 
5.6.3 Effects of the parent node ID information 
In the previous sections, we assume the parent node ID is known for each node. 
Actually, this parent node ID information is optional. The NS-RTR algorithm and the 
FNS-RTR algorithm will still work if such parent node ID informations are not given in 
packets to save space. In this section, we will show the effects of the parent node ID 
information to the algorithms and their complexity. 
Without the given parent node ID, each packet could find its parent by comparing 
its own measurement value with the computation results based on other nodes’ 
measurements and the label values of the corresponding edges. We still could use the 
similar method as in the function buildStaticTree in Figure 5.2 to build a static tree 
staticTree which will include one trunk and some branches if there are any. We could 
consider it as a spanning tree but missing zero or more edges. The trunk of staticTree is 
composed by the nodes and edges connected toward the root node in the spanning tree. 
Each branch in staticTree is a part of the spanning tree which cannot connect to the trunk 
because the root of the branch doesn’t following the routing path of its parent. A branch 
could be just one single node or a small spanning tree. The branch roots’ packets will be 
added to the set of left packets and its edge to the parent node will be found in the 
function buildATree. With the extra finding parent step, the complexity of the function 
buildStaticTree will increase to 𝑂𝑂(𝑛𝑛2). The function findMatchedPath and the function 




parent. Due to the given shortcut number limit and the hop information (hop number 
limit), the total number of the parent candidate nodes is a constant, so the complexities of 
these two functions are still 𝑂𝑂(𝑛𝑛). Therefore, the complexity of the buildATree in FNS-
RTR is still 𝑂𝑂(𝑛𝑛) while the complexity of the FNS-RTR algorithm is increased to 𝑂𝑂(𝑛𝑛2) 
because of the function buildStaticTree. Also the number of the matched paths is still 
𝑂𝑂(𝑛𝑛) in the worst case, so its complexity is 𝑂𝑂(𝑛𝑛2) without the parent information. 
 
5.7 Comparison between S-RTR and NS-RTR 
 In this section, we will compare the NS-RTR algorithms with the S-RTR 
algorithms in Chapter 4. The sameness and the differences between these two algorithm 
sets will be discussed in details.  
Both the S-RTR algorithms and the NS-RTR algorithms are based on the same two 
fundamental assumptions:  
1. The maximum sparseness of the WSN is a given constant integer 𝑎𝑎 (i.e., there are 
at most 𝑎𝑎 shortcuts in the WSN); 
2. Each node could at most introduce one shortcut in its routing path. 
These two assumptions guarantee the complexity of the routing topology recovery 
algorithms are polynomial. The first assumption ensures the running time to find all the 
routing path candidates is constant according to Theorem 3 and Theorem 4 in section 3.5. 
The second assumption helps to reduce the number of the shortcut candidates to 
𝑂𝑂(𝑛𝑛2). This assumption could be relaxed to that each node at most introduces 𝑙𝑙 new 
shortcuts. Each new shortcut in the routing path will contribute 𝑂𝑂(𝑛𝑛2) to the complexity 




shortcut, the candidates for the second shortcut and so on. Therefore, the complexity of 
finding shortcut candidates for the routing path with at most 𝑙𝑙 new shortcuts is 𝑂𝑂(𝑛𝑛2𝑘𝑘). 
Due to these two fundamental assumptions, the complexities of the corresponding 
algorithms are same in these two algorithm sets like FS-RTR and FNS-RTR. 
 The main difference between the S-RTR algorithms and the NS-RTR algorithms 
is whether the sequence information and the hop number information are given. In the S-
RTR algorithms, the sequences of the packets are given, that is the sequence of the 
shortcuts introduced in the A-‘Tree’ is given. So the shortcut candidates for each new 
arrived node could be chosen carefully to avoid any loop occur in any routing path. With 
the constrain that no loop is allowed any routing path, S-RTR algorithms don’t need the 
hop number information. However, NS-RTR algorithms don’t have the sequence 
information to avoid loops so they need the hop number information to limit the number 
of the path candidates. With the maximum hop number limitation of each path, NS-RTR 
will allow loops in the routing path as long as the total hop number still fits the limit.  
In addition, the routing path of each node in S-RTR could be recovered 
immediately after its packet received in the sink and don’t need to wait for the packets 
arrived after it. On the other side, the NS-RTR algorithm need to wait until all packets 
arrived since one node may reuse the wireless links introduced by another node whose 
packet hasn’t arrived yet. 
 
5.8 Summary 
 In this chapter, the NS-RTR algorithm and its fast version FNS-RTR algorithm 




However, we still could recover the routing path for each node by these new algorithms 
with the hop number information. The details of the algorithm description and the 
illustration example for both the NS-RTR algorithm and the FNS-RTR algorithm are 
given respectively. In our empirical study, a new method bases on both the random noises 
and the burst noises is applied to simulate the link dynamic in WSN. The comparison 
result between the NS-RTR algorithm and the FNS-RTR algorithm is given and analyzed. 
We also discussed the complexities of these two algorithms and the effects of the parent 
node ID information. At last, the NS-RTR algorithms are compared with the S-RTR 




6 NON-SEQUENTIAL ROUTING TOPOLOGY RECOVERY ALGORITHM FOR 
INCOMPLETE PACKET SET 
6.1 Introduction 
In Chapter 5, we discussed NS-RTR algorithms to recover the routing paths of all 
nodes of a WSN in a collection cycle. However, it is possible that the packets originated 
from some sensor nodes are missing in a collection cycle or the WSN contains some 
relay nodes which only forward packets but do not generate their own packets. So the 
packets received at the sink will usually not be a complete set from all the nodes in the 
WSN. We call such set as an incomplete packet set and the sensor nodes whose packets 
are not available in the incomplete packet set as missing nodes, respectively. A new NS-
RTR algorithm for Incomplete packet set, referred to as INS-RTR algorithm, is 
developed to recover the routing paths of received packets from lossy WSNs. We do not 
consider recovering the routing path from any missing node. Without its path 
measurement information, any recovered path for a missing node cannot be validated. 
The main goal of the INS-RTR algorithm is to recover any routing path from a source 
node that traverses one or more missing nodes. 
 
6.2 Assumptions 
 Similar to the NS-RTR algorithms, parent information is still optional, but 




There are two main different assumptions between INS-RTR algorithm and NS-
RTR algorithms. One is about the sensor node IDs. In NS-RTR algorithms, as we assume 
the sink will receive all packets from all nodes, sensor node IDs of the whole WSN are 
available by default. However, for INS-RTR algorithm, the set of received packets is 
incomplete and we cannot get all the sensor nodes' IDs just from the packets received at 
the sink. Thus, node IDs for all sensor nodes in the WSN are assumed to be known 
beforehand. By comparing node IDs from received packets with all sensor nodes, it is 
easy to know the number of missing nodes. Here we assume that the total number of 
missing nodes is bounded by a given constant in a data collection cycle. The other main 
difference is about the sparseness of A-Tree routing model. While we still assume each 
sensor node will not introduce more than one shortcut links in its route towards the sink, 
the total number of the shortcuts in an A-Tree now does not need to be bounded by a 
constant any more. We will show why this assumption for INS-RTR algorithms can be 
relaxed. 
A new assumption specifically made for the topology recovery of lossy WSN is 
that any missing node will not introduce any new shortcuts. We attempt here to obtain the 
sparsest solutions by our INS-RTR algorithm and do not consider any new shortcuts that 
could be introduced by the missing nodes. 
We still assume each sensor node will not introduce more than one shortcut links 





6.3 Non-Sequential RTR Algorithm For Incomplete Measurements (INS-RTR) 
In this Chapter, the information in each packet is same as Chapter 5. Each 
measurement packet contains the unique ID 𝑡𝑡 of the sensor node 𝑡𝑡 where the 
measurement packet originated from, the parent node ID 𝑝𝑝𝑎𝑎𝑎𝑎𝑒𝑒𝑛𝑛𝑡𝑡  for each node, the hop 
number of the routing path, and two measurement metrics including modular summation 
(with mod m) (SUMm) and exclusive-or (XOR). In addition, the node IDs for all sensor 
nodes in the WSN will be given in the set 𝐴𝐴𝑙𝑙𝑙𝑙𝑁𝑁𝐾𝐾𝑖𝑖𝑒𝑒𝑠𝑠. 
 
6.3.1 Algorithm description 
With the set 𝐴𝐴𝑙𝑙𝑙𝑙𝑁𝑁𝐾𝐾𝑖𝑖𝑒𝑒𝑠𝑠 and the packets set 𝑃𝑃𝑎𝑎𝑠𝑠𝑙𝑙𝑒𝑒𝑡𝑡𝑠𝑠, we could easily get the set 
𝑀𝑀𝑖𝑖𝑠𝑠𝑠𝑠𝑖𝑖𝑛𝑛𝑎𝑎𝑁𝑁𝐾𝐾𝑖𝑖𝑒𝑒𝑠𝑠 for those sensor nodes whose packets are missing at the sink. The main 
goal of the INS-RTR algorithm is to recover the routing paths for the received packets in 
𝑃𝑃𝑎𝑎𝑠𝑠𝑙𝑙𝑒𝑒𝑡𝑡𝑠𝑠 even some packets are missing. 
The main problem of the routing topology recovery from an incomplete packet set 
is how to deal with missing nodes. First, we consider to reuse the path information from 
those missing nodes in the previous or next cycle if available. After that, if there are still 
any missing nodes we add virtual links for each missing node in 𝑀𝑀𝑖𝑖𝑠𝑠𝑠𝑠𝑖𝑖𝑛𝑛𝑎𝑎𝑁𝑁𝐾𝐾𝑖𝑖𝑒𝑒𝑠𝑠. With 
these virtual links, we could use the similar methods in our NS-RTR algorithms to 
recover the routing paths for the received packets. The devised INS-RTR algorithm is 
shown as in Figure 6.1. First, we try to get as many packets as we can from the neighbor 
cycles and find the nodes still missing. Then we build a static tree 𝑠𝑠𝑡𝑡𝑎𝑎𝑡𝑡𝑖𝑖𝑠𝑠𝑇𝑇𝑎𝑎𝑒𝑒𝑒𝑒  based on 
the received packets. If there are any intermediate missing nodes, the built static tree will 




intermediate nodes. The received packets originated from their children nodes will be put 
in the set 𝑙𝑙𝑒𝑒𝑙𝑙𝑡𝑡𝑃𝑃𝑎𝑎𝑠𝑠𝑙𝑙𝑒𝑒𝑡𝑡𝑠𝑠. Then virtual links are added for each node in 𝑀𝑀𝑖𝑖𝑠𝑠𝑠𝑠𝑖𝑖𝑛𝑛𝑎𝑎𝑁𝑁𝐾𝐾𝑖𝑖𝑒𝑒𝑠𝑠. 
Every node except the sink node will add a virtual link to each missing node, by which 
each missing node will connect to every node in the static tree via a virtual link. Finally, 
according to the actual links found in the function buildStaticTree and the virtual links 
added for the missing nodes, function buildATree will be used to recover the packets in 
𝑙𝑙𝑒𝑒𝑙𝑙𝑡𝑡𝑃𝑃𝑎𝑎𝑠𝑠𝑙𝑙𝑒𝑒𝑡𝑡𝑠𝑠. We could use either the function buildATrees in the NS-RTR algorithm to 
get a set of solutions or the function buildATree in the FNS-RTR algorithm to get only 
one solution. The INS-RTR algorithm given in Figure 6.1 uses function buildATree 
described in Figure 5.2. The unused virtual links need to be removed if they are not being 
recovered as actual links/shortcuts in function buildATree. The solution of routing 








getContextPacket(𝑠𝑠𝑦𝑦𝑠𝑠𝑙𝑙𝑒𝑒𝑖𝑖 , 𝑠𝑠𝑦𝑦𝑠𝑠𝑙𝑙𝑒𝑒𝑖𝑖−1, 𝑠𝑠𝑦𝑦𝑠𝑠𝑙𝑙𝑒𝑒𝑖𝑖+1): find packets for the missing nodes of  
𝑠𝑠𝑦𝑦𝑠𝑠𝑙𝑙𝑒𝑒𝑖𝑖  if they are available in the previous cycle 𝑠𝑠𝑦𝑦𝑠𝑠𝑙𝑙𝑒𝑒𝑖𝑖−1 or the next cycle  
𝑠𝑠𝑦𝑦𝑠𝑠𝑙𝑙𝑒𝑒𝑖𝑖+1, return these context packets with the own packets in 𝑠𝑠𝑦𝑦𝑠𝑠𝑙𝑙𝑒𝑒𝑖𝑖 . 
getMissingNodes(𝐴𝐴𝑙𝑙𝑙𝑙𝑁𝑁𝐾𝐾𝑖𝑖𝑒𝑒𝑠𝑠, 𝑃𝑃𝑎𝑎𝑠𝑠𝑙𝑙𝑒𝑒𝑡𝑡𝑠𝑠): get the nodes in the set 𝐴𝐴𝑙𝑙𝑙𝑙𝑁𝑁𝐾𝐾𝑖𝑖𝑒𝑒𝑠𝑠 but don't have  
a responding packet in 𝑃𝑃𝑎𝑎𝑠𝑠𝑙𝑙𝑒𝑒𝑡𝑡𝑠𝑠. 
addVirtualLinks(𝑣𝑣𝑖𝑖𝑎𝑎𝑡𝑡𝑢𝑢𝑎𝑎𝑙𝑙𝑇𝑇𝑃𝑃 , 𝑛𝑛): add virtual links for the missing node 𝑛𝑛 to the topology  
𝑣𝑣𝑖𝑖𝑎𝑎𝑡𝑡𝑢𝑢𝑎𝑎𝑙𝑙𝑇𝑇𝑃𝑃, and return new topology with the new virtual links. 
removeVirtualLinks(𝑣𝑣𝑖𝑖𝑎𝑎𝑡𝑡𝑢𝑢𝑎𝑎𝑙𝑙𝑇𝑇𝑃𝑃): remove virtual links from the topology 𝑣𝑣𝑖𝑖𝑎𝑎𝑡𝑡𝑢𝑢𝑎𝑎𝑙𝑙𝑇𝑇𝑃𝑃 
Function INS-RTR (𝑠𝑠𝑦𝑦𝑠𝑠𝑙𝑙𝑒𝑒𝑖𝑖 , 𝑠𝑠𝑦𝑦𝑠𝑠𝑙𝑙𝑒𝑒𝑖𝑖−1, 𝑠𝑠𝑦𝑦𝑠𝑠𝑙𝑙𝑒𝑒𝑖𝑖+1) 
1: 𝑃𝑃𝑎𝑎𝑠𝑠𝑙𝑙𝑒𝑒𝑡𝑡𝑠𝑠←getContextPacket(𝑠𝑠𝑦𝑦𝑠𝑠𝑙𝑙𝑒𝑒𝑖𝑖 , 𝑠𝑠𝑦𝑦𝑠𝑠𝑙𝑙𝑒𝑒𝑖𝑖−1, 𝑠𝑠𝑦𝑦𝑠𝑠𝑙𝑙𝑒𝑒𝑖𝑖+1); 
2: 𝑀𝑀𝑖𝑖𝑠𝑠𝑠𝑠𝑖𝑖𝑛𝑛𝑎𝑎𝑁𝑁𝐾𝐾𝑖𝑖𝑒𝑒𝑠𝑠←getMissingNodes(𝐴𝐴𝑙𝑙𝑙𝑙𝑁𝑁𝐾𝐾𝑖𝑖𝑒𝑒𝑠𝑠, 𝑃𝑃𝑎𝑎𝑠𝑠𝑙𝑙𝑒𝑒𝑡𝑡𝑠𝑠); 
3: 𝑇𝑇𝑃𝑃𝑆𝑆𝑒𝑒𝑡𝑡←{}; 𝑠𝑠𝑡𝑡𝑎𝑎𝑡𝑡𝑖𝑖𝑠𝑠𝑇𝑇𝑎𝑎𝑒𝑒𝑒𝑒  ←{}; 𝑖𝑖𝑒𝑒𝑝𝑝𝑒𝑒𝑛𝑛𝑖𝑖𝑒𝑒𝑛𝑛𝑡𝑡𝑀𝑀𝑎𝑎𝑝𝑝←{}; /*initial variables*/ 
4: {𝑠𝑠𝑡𝑡𝑎𝑎𝑡𝑡𝑖𝑖𝑠𝑠𝑇𝑇𝑎𝑎𝑒𝑒𝑒𝑒, 𝑙𝑙𝑒𝑒𝑙𝑙𝑡𝑡𝑃𝑃𝑎𝑎𝑠𝑠𝑙𝑙𝑒𝑒𝑡𝑡𝑠𝑠, 𝑖𝑖𝑒𝑒𝑝𝑝𝑒𝑒𝑛𝑛𝑖𝑖𝑒𝑒𝑛𝑛𝑡𝑡𝑀𝑀𝑎𝑎𝑝𝑝}←buildStaticTree(𝑃𝑃𝑎𝑎𝑠𝑠𝑙𝑙𝑒𝑒𝑡𝑡𝑠𝑠 , 𝑎𝑎𝐾𝐾𝐾𝐾𝑡𝑡); 
5: 𝑣𝑣𝑖𝑖𝑎𝑎𝑡𝑡𝑢𝑢𝑎𝑎𝑙𝑙𝑇𝑇𝑃𝑃←𝑠𝑠𝑡𝑡𝑎𝑎𝑡𝑡𝑖𝑖𝑠𝑠𝑇𝑇𝑎𝑎𝑒𝑒𝑒𝑒; 
6: for all node 𝑛𝑛 ∈ 𝑀𝑀𝑖𝑖𝑠𝑠𝑠𝑠𝑖𝑖𝑛𝑛𝑎𝑎𝑁𝑁𝐾𝐾𝑖𝑖𝑒𝑒𝑠𝑠 do  
7:    𝑣𝑣𝑖𝑖𝑎𝑎𝑡𝑡𝑢𝑢𝑎𝑎𝑙𝑙𝑇𝑇𝑃𝑃←addVirtualLinks(𝑣𝑣𝑖𝑖𝑎𝑎𝑡𝑡𝑢𝑢𝑎𝑎𝑙𝑙𝑇𝑇𝑃𝑃,𝑛𝑛); 
8: end for 
9: buildATree(𝑣𝑣𝑖𝑖𝑎𝑎𝑡𝑡𝑢𝑢𝑎𝑎𝑙𝑙𝑇𝑇𝑃𝑃, 𝑙𝑙𝑒𝑒𝑙𝑙𝑡𝑡𝑃𝑃𝑎𝑎𝑠𝑠𝑙𝑙𝑒𝑒𝑡𝑡𝑠𝑠); 
10:return 𝑇𝑇𝑃𝑃←removeVirtualLinks(𝑇𝑇𝑃𝑃); 





6.3.2 All illustrative example 
Example 6.1 Figure 6.2 shows how the INS-RTR algorithm recovers the incomplete 
packet set  
𝑃𝑃𝑎𝑎𝑠𝑠𝑙𝑙𝑒𝑒𝑡𝑡𝑠𝑠 =
��1,0,1, {1,1}�, �2,0,1, {3,3}�, �4,3,3, {21,11}�, �5,4,4, {36,4}�, {6,4,5, {45,17}}� in the 
same WSN examples as Example 5.1 in Chapter 5. In this example, we assume the 
packet from node 3 is not received at the sink in a given collection cycle and no any 
packet from node 3 is received in the previous/next cycles either. The static tree 
𝑠𝑠𝑡𝑡𝑎𝑎𝑡𝑡𝑖𝑖𝑠𝑠𝑇𝑇𝑎𝑎𝑒𝑒𝑒𝑒  built by function buildStaticTree based on the received packets is shown in 
Figure (a). The edge started from node 3 is missing in 𝑠𝑠𝑡𝑡𝑎𝑎𝑡𝑡𝑖𝑖𝑠𝑠𝑇𝑇𝑎𝑎𝑒𝑒𝑒𝑒  since the packet for 
node 3 is missing. The set 𝑙𝑙𝑒𝑒𝑙𝑙𝑡𝑡𝑃𝑃𝑎𝑎𝑠𝑠𝑙𝑙𝑒𝑒𝑡𝑡𝑠𝑠 and the dependent map 𝑖𝑖𝑒𝑒𝑝𝑝𝑒𝑒𝑛𝑛𝑖𝑖𝑒𝑒𝑛𝑛𝑡𝑡𝑀𝑀𝑎𝑎𝑝𝑝 are {{4,3,3, {21,11}}, {6,4,5, {45,17}}} and {0 → {1,2}, 4 → {5}} respectively. The static tree 
𝑠𝑠𝑡𝑡𝑎𝑎𝑡𝑡𝑖𝑖𝑠𝑠𝑇𝑇𝑎𝑎𝑒𝑒𝑒𝑒  is initially expanded to 𝑣𝑣𝑖𝑖𝑎𝑎𝑡𝑡𝑢𝑢𝑎𝑎𝑙𝑙𝑇𝑇𝑃𝑃, in which the virtual links for the missing 
node 3 are added as shown in Figure (b). There are 4 virtual links ended at node 3 and 6 
virtual links started from node 3 in the updated 𝑣𝑣𝑖𝑖𝑎𝑎𝑡𝑡𝑢𝑢𝑎𝑎𝑙𝑙𝑇𝑇𝑃𝑃. Then the function 
buildATree(𝑣𝑣𝑖𝑖𝑎𝑎𝑡𝑡𝑢𝑢𝑎𝑎𝑙𝑙𝑇𝑇𝑃𝑃, 𝑙𝑙𝑒𝑒𝑙𝑙𝑡𝑡𝑃𝑃𝑎𝑎𝑠𝑠𝑙𝑙𝑒𝑒𝑡𝑡𝑠𝑠) is used to check the packets in 𝑙𝑙𝑒𝑒𝑙𝑙𝑡𝑡𝑃𝑃𝑎𝑎𝑠𝑠𝑙𝑙𝑒𝑒𝑡𝑡𝑠𝑠. If 
the path �𝑒𝑒4,3 , 𝑒𝑒3,2 , 𝑒𝑒2,0� is found as the match path for the packet {4,3,3, {21,11}}, the 
topology will be updated as in Figure (c). Figure (d) shows the topology after recovering 
routing path �𝑒𝑒6,4 , 𝑒𝑒4,3 , 𝑒𝑒3,2 , 𝑒𝑒2,1 , 𝑒𝑒1,0� for packet {6,4,5, {45,17}}. The unused virtual 





Figure 6.2 An illustrate example for INS-RTR. The solid arrows are the edges for the 
static tree, the half arrow lines are the virtual links and the dashed arrows are the 
shortcuts in A-‘Tree’. The characters (a) to (e) represent the trees in the recovering order.  
 
6.4 Complexity Analysis 
The complexity of the INS-RTR algorithm for a given WSN with size 𝑛𝑛 is 
discussed in this section. It depends on the complexity of the function buildStaticTree, 
the complexity of adding the virtual links and the complexity of the function buildATree. 
The complexity of function buildStaticTree is still 𝑂𝑂(𝑛𝑛). The complexity of adding the 
virtual links is 𝑂𝑂(𝑛𝑛) since the nodes in the static tree and the missing nodes are known. 





We will first discuss the INS-RTR algorithm's complexity if the function 
buildATree from the FNS-RTR algorithm is used. Theorem 4 is no longer applicable to 
the topology with added virtual links. Each missing node will introduce 𝑂𝑂(𝑛𝑛 − 1) =
𝑂𝑂(𝑛𝑛) virtual links started from it. These virtual links are the additional links added to the 
static tree like the shortcuts. The topology with virtual links could be viewed as an A-
Tree with virtual links. So the topology with virtual links is no longer satisfied the 
assumption that there are at most 𝑎𝑎 shortcuts in the given A-Tree. The number of the 
routing path candidates is 𝑂𝑂(𝑛𝑛ℎ𝑙𝑙𝑖𝑖𝑙𝑙𝑖𝑖𝑙𝑙−2) in such topology with virtual links according to 
the following Theorem 5. So the complexity of the function findMatchedPath is (𝑛𝑛ℎ𝑙𝑙𝑖𝑖𝑙𝑙𝑖𝑖𝑙𝑙−2) . Without the sparseness limitation for the A-Tree, the worst case is 𝑂𝑂(𝑛𝑛) 
nodes introduced one new shortcut in its routing path, that is the size of the set 
𝑙𝑙𝑒𝑒𝑙𝑙𝑡𝑡𝑃𝑃𝑎𝑎𝑠𝑠𝑙𝑙𝑒𝑒𝑡𝑡𝑠𝑠 is 𝑂𝑂(𝑛𝑛).The function findMatchedPath will be called 𝑂𝑂(𝑛𝑛2)  times. 
Therefore, both the complexity of the function buildATree and the algorithm INS-RTR 
are 𝑂𝑂(𝑛𝑛ℎ𝑙𝑙𝑖𝑖𝑙𝑙𝑖𝑖𝑙𝑙 ). 
If the INS-RTR algorithm uses the buildATrees function, the worst case is that all 
the possible path candidates are matched the packet info so the function buildATrees will 
be called 𝑂𝑂(𝑛𝑛ℎ𝑙𝑙𝑖𝑖𝑙𝑙𝑖𝑖𝑙𝑙−2) times. Similar as the analysis for NS-RTR algorithm, the 





6.5 Empirical Study 
 In this section, we first show how the real-word WSN testbed is set up and 
collects packets. Then the recovery results for the packets from this testbed by our INS-
RTR algorithm is given and analyzed. 
 
6.5.1 Real-world WSN testbed 
A real-world outdoor multi-hop WSN testbed is used to evaluate our proposed 
routing inference approach and devised algorithms. This WSN testbed used in our 
experiments has been deployed in a forested nature reserve at the Audubon Society of 
Western Pennsylvania (ASWP), Pennsylvania, collecting ground-based data for 
calibrating and validating scientific models in hydrology research [45]. There are over 50 
sensor nodes deployed around the area equipped with three types of external sensors EC-
5 soil moisture sensors, MPS-1 dielectric water potential sensors, and self-made SAP 
flow sensors (Figure 6.3). Compared to many other outdoor WSN deployments, the 
sensor nodes of ASWP WSN testbed deployed in the forestry experience harsher 
environment and operation conditions, since visible and invisible obstacles (e.g., flora, 
wild life, and extreme weather) continuously impose stress to the wireless 





Figure 6.3 An illustration of deployed motes at ASWP WSN testbed. 
 
The ASWP testbed uses two types of sensor nodes, MICAz and IRIS, with an 
MDA300 acquisition board attached to each one. The base station, or sink, is equipped 
with an IRIS mote with a permanent power supply. The basic node application is 
developed based on TinyOS 2.1.2[46], with the Collection Tree Protocol (CTP) used for 
data packets collecting, and asynchronous low-power listening (LPL) enabled for better 
energy efficiency. All nodes are configured with a sleep interval equals to 1 second in the 
LPL mode. Sensor data packets are sampled and transmitted every 15 minutes. The sink 
node collects all the data packets and forwards them to the WSN gateway computer, 
through which the collected data are further transferred to our WSN data management 
system over the Internet. 
Based on the individual areas of sensor measurements, the entire testbed is 
divided into five sites. Site 1 corresponds to the area next to the Nature Center, where the 




forested hill-sloped region of the nature reserve. Figure 6.3 shows our testbed with node 
positions at each site. 
 
 
Figure 6.4 An illustration of the WSN testbed deployed in a forested nature reserve at 
ASWP. 
 
To apply our approach to real-world WSNs for routing topology tomography, we 
developed a lightweight in-network processing layer in mote's network stack to 
perform/update the compressed path measuring along the path of each packet towards the 
sink, where the corresponding path measurement is piggy-backed to each packet. The in-
network processing layer is implemented based on TinyOS 2.x, and works on the newer 
TinyOS versions. It mimics the design of the TinyOS optional radio stack layers (e.g., 




providing transparent in-network processing service to all upper layers. It can be easily 
enabled or disabled by defining a macro variable in the program's makefile. 
In this in-network processing layer, a few additional fields (e.g., head and tail) are 
added into each packet to carry needed information. The header field includes the 
compressed indirect measurement of the routing path up to the current processing node, 
which are module summation and XOR of the label of the traversed links. To facilitate 
the validation of our approach, we temporarily record each forwarding node's id for each 
hop along the route in our experiments, as the path array in tail field. The hop counter in 
CTP is used as the index of the array. For instance, if the hop counter is 2, then the 
current node id should be stored in the second place of the path array at the in-network 
processing. 
The source node of a packet initially reserves the space of the needed 
measurement overhead to the packet, whereas the major in-network compressed path 
measuring is implemented on receiver's side of the packet. Implementing the processing 
on sender's side increases the code complexity and the risk of unnecessary operations, 
since packets may be lost. Also, it is always safe to perform our compressed path 
measuring (i.e., module summation and XOR) of a packet on receiver's side because the 
packet has completed its link communication on this hop once successfully received by a 
receiver. 
In TinyOS, a node ID is an unsigned 16-bit integer, and hence a link label is 32 
bits. Then each module summation and XOR occupies 32 bits in the in-network 
processing header field of the packet structure, which adds total eight bytes overhead to a 




by hop in the tail of the packet structure, which is temporarily added and used for the 
purpose of verifying the correctness of our proposed topology inference algorithms. The 
length of tail depends on the capacity of the node's RAM and the maximum number of 
hops needed to record all possible correct path of the packet. In ASWP testbed, according 
to the network size and the limited RAM size (4 KB for MICAz mote), the tail field is 
configured to record 10 hops (i.e., 20 bytes) in our experiments. The TinyOS packet 
structure for our testbed experiments is illustrated in Figure 6.5. We note that the 20 bytes 
of tail will not be needed in regular WSN deployments after the algorithms are 
thoroughly examined. Thus, the constant message overhead of our approach is the eight 
bytes of compressed indirect measurements.  This message overhead is similar to other 
approaches: the eight bytes of overhead in PathZip, the six bytes of overhead in MNT, 
and the maximum nine bytes of overhead in Pathfinder . 
 
 
Figure 6.5 Packet structure with in-network processing. 
 
 
6.5.2 Testbed results and analyses 
Each packet received at the sink of the testbed includes the information about the 
source sensor node ID, the parent node ID, the hop count of its path, and the compressed 
path measurement. Such information will be used to recover the routing path for each 




which will be used to validate the recovered path and thus to verify the correctness of our 
algorithm. A timestamp is added for each packet at the sink to record its arrival time. 
We will first conduct some preprocessing of received packets at the sink. 
According to the time stamps, the packets are partitioned into different data cycles based 
on the minimum 15-minute cycle of data collection. There may be multiple packets from 
one source sensor node in the same single data cycle. If multiple packets originated form 
an identical source node have the same compressed path measurement, which means their 
routing paths are the same, we only keep one packet and remove the other ones to save 
algorithm running time. Our INS-RTR algorithm for lossy WSN is applied to testbed per-
packet path reconstruction due to packet drops in the testbed data collection. 
Two sets of testbed packets of total more than 200 thousands of packets received 
at the periods of [2013-11-19, 2013-12-04] and [2014-02-21, 2014-03-19] respectively, 
are examined in our evaluation. Detailed information of the two packet sets and the path 
reconstruction results are given in Table 6.1. The first row indicates the time period 
during which packets were received at the sink. The second row gives the total number of 
the packets for each packet set. The next three rows list some statistic information about 
collection cycles of each packet set: the total number of the data cycles in row 3, and the 
number and the percentage of the cycles without and with shortcuts in rows 4 and 5 
respectively. The last two rows list the successful reconstruction rates of packet paths of 
the cycles with shortcuts for each packet set by our INS-RTR algorithm, with both 
SUMm and XOR measurements and SUMm alone, respectively. All packet paths of non-
shortcut cycles are 100% correctly recovered. In particular, we found that even using 




shortcuts exactly the same well as using both SUMm and XOR measurements in our 
experiments. 
Table 6.1 Testbed packets and path reconstruction results 
 Packet set 1 Packet set 2 




Total packet # 71536 135458 
Total cycle # 1536 2588 
Non-SC cycles 1229/1536 (80%) 2122/2588(82%) 
SC cycles 307/1536 (20%) 466/2588(18%) 
Successful % with 
SUMm and XOR 
296/307 (96.4%) 457/466 (98.1%) 
Successful % with 
SUMm only 




In this chapter, we develop the INS-RTR algorithm to handle the incomplete 
packet set for the packets loss from some missing nodes. Virtual links are added for the 
missing nodes to help our algorithm to reconstruct the paths reusing the methods in the 
NS-RTR algorithm. The complexity of the INS-RTR algorithm is analyzed in this chapter 
and it is increased to (𝑛𝑛ℎ𝑙𝑙𝑖𝑖𝑙𝑙𝑖𝑖𝑙𝑙 ) due to virtual links. The setup and in-network procession 




for two sets of the testbed packets are given and it shows our algorithm recovers the 




7 ROUTING TOPOLOGY UPDATE ALGORITHM 
7.1 Introduction 
 In the previous chapter, we discussed how to recover the routing paths originated 
from sensor nodes in a single collection cycle even in which the packets from some nodes 
may be missing. Now we will consider how to effectively recover the routing paths of the 
packets received at the sink node in consecutive collection cycles. One intuitive method 
is to divide these packets into individual cycles and recover the paths in each cycle 
independently. However, based on the real-word WSN testbed packets we got for the 
empirical study in Chapter 6, we notice two important patterns: 1) the packet for the 
missing node in the current cycle may be available in the previous cycles; 2) the routing 
paths in the current collection cycle may reuse the wireless links/edges in the previous 
cycles. With the knowledge of the previous packet routing paths and wireless links, we 
could reduce the searching time for the wireless links of the missing nodes or the new 
shortcuts for the current cycle if they appear in the previous cycles. In addition, we could 
consider a newly arrived packet as the last packet in the current collection cycle while the 
other wireless links in the cycle are picked from historical cycles to avoid the waiting 
time for the rest packets in a collection cycle. In another word, the routing path of each 




we develop a Routing Topology Update (RTU) algorithm for lossy WSNs and show its 
performance for our real-time testbed.  
 
7.2 Assumptions 
 In this chapter, we will try to reuse the functions in the INS-RTR algorithm as 
much as possible. So the assumption for the RTU algorithm is similar with the INS-RTR 
algorithm: 
• The sensor node IDs of the whole WSN are available in advance; 
• Any packet originated from a sensor node will not introduce more than one new 
shortcut links in its route towards the sink. 
In addition, we assume most wireless links in the routing paths of a collection 
cycle have appeared in the previous cycles. If the routing paths for each collection cycles 
are totally independent, our RTU algorithm will not work well and may give a high error 
rate, where INS-RTR should be applied to each collection cycle repeatedly.  
 
7.3 Routing Topology Update (RTU) 
In this Chapter, each packet still contains the same information as the previous 
chapter. It will include the unique ID 𝑡𝑡 of sensor node 𝑡𝑡 which the measurement packet 
originated from, the parent node ID 𝑝𝑝𝑎𝑎𝑎𝑎𝑒𝑒𝑛𝑛𝑡𝑡 for each node, the hop number of the routing 
path, and two measurement metrics modular summation (with mod m) (SUMm) and 





Our RTU algorithm will not give a recovery topology for each collection cycle 
since we are not going to divide the continuous packets into collection cycles. Instead, it 
gives the updated routing topology if there is a routing path change. The RTU algorithm 
will always show the latest routing topology according to the packets the sink receives. 
 
7.3.1 Algorithm description 
 Before the main RTU algorithm is used to recover the routing topology for each 
packet, the Prepare Routing Topology Update (PRTU) algorithm needs to be run to 
initialize the global variables for the RTU algorithm. As shown in Figure 7.1, the PRTU 
algorithm uses the INS-RTR algorithm to recover the routing topology for the packets in 
the first collection cycle and assign it to the global variable c𝑢𝑢𝑎𝑎𝑎𝑎𝑒𝑒𝑛𝑛𝑡𝑡𝑇𝑇𝐾𝐾𝑝𝑝𝐾𝐾𝑙𝑙𝐾𝐾𝑎𝑎𝑦𝑦. It also 
initializes another global variable ℎ𝑖𝑖𝑠𝑠𝑡𝑡𝐾𝐾𝑎𝑎𝑦𝑦𝑅𝑅𝐸𝐸 according to this recovered topology. The 
global variable ℎ𝑖𝑖𝑠𝑠𝑡𝑡𝐾𝐾𝑎𝑎𝑦𝑦𝑅𝑅𝐸𝐸 records the previously recovered edges which are grouped by 
the start nodes, that is, ℎ𝑖𝑖𝑠𝑠𝑡𝑡𝐾𝐾𝑎𝑎𝑦𝑦𝑅𝑅𝐸𝐸 = {�𝑒𝑒𝑢𝑢1,𝑣𝑣11 , 𝑒𝑒𝑢𝑢1,𝑣𝑣12 , … �, �𝑒𝑒𝑢𝑢𝑖𝑖,𝑣𝑣𝑖𝑖1, … , 𝑒𝑒𝑢𝑢𝑖𝑖,𝑣𝑣𝑖𝑖𝑗𝑗, … � , … } 
where 𝑒𝑒𝑢𝑢𝑖𝑖,𝑣𝑣𝑖𝑖𝑗𝑗  is the edge originated from node 𝑢𝑢𝑖𝑖  to node 𝑣𝑣𝑖𝑖𝑗𝑗. If there are multiple edges 
starting from node 𝑢𝑢𝑖𝑖 , its corresponding recovered edge set will contain multiple edges. 
Note, usually the global variable ℎ𝑖𝑖𝑠𝑠𝑡𝑡𝐾𝐾𝑎𝑎𝑦𝑦𝑅𝑅𝐸𝐸 initialized by the PRTU algorithm will 







topologyToRE(𝑡𝑡) : convert topology 𝑡𝑡 to the recovered edges 𝑅𝑅𝐸𝐸 which groups  
edges in 𝑡𝑡 by the start nodes. 
Function PRTU (𝑙𝑙𝑖𝑖𝑎𝑎𝑠𝑠𝑡𝑡𝑠𝑠𝑦𝑦𝑠𝑠𝑙𝑙𝑒𝑒, 𝑎𝑎𝐾𝐾𝐾𝐾𝑡𝑡) 
1: 𝑠𝑠𝑢𝑢𝑎𝑎𝑎𝑎𝑒𝑒𝑛𝑛𝑡𝑡𝑇𝑇𝐾𝐾𝑝𝑝𝐾𝐾𝑙𝑙𝑎𝑎𝑦𝑦←INS-RTR(𝑙𝑙𝑖𝑖𝑎𝑎𝑠𝑠𝑡𝑡𝑠𝑠𝑦𝑦𝑠𝑠𝑙𝑙𝑒𝑒, 𝑎𝑎𝐾𝐾𝐾𝐾𝑡𝑡); 
2: ℎ𝑖𝑖𝑠𝑠𝑡𝑡𝐾𝐾𝑎𝑎𝑦𝑦𝑅𝑅𝐸𝐸←topologyToRE(𝑠𝑠𝑢𝑢𝑎𝑎𝑎𝑎𝑒𝑒𝑛𝑛𝑡𝑡𝑇𝑇𝐾𝐾𝑝𝑝𝐾𝐾𝑙𝑙𝐾𝐾𝑎𝑎𝑦𝑦); 
3: 𝑢𝑢𝑛𝑛𝑅𝑅𝑒𝑒𝑠𝑠𝐾𝐾𝑣𝑣𝑒𝑒𝑎𝑎𝑆𝑆𝑒𝑒𝑡𝑡←{}. 
Figure 7.1 PRTU algorithm. 
 
The main goal of the RTU algorithm is to update the current recovered topology 
with the newly arrived packet and the historically recovered edges information. First, it 
will check whether there is an exist path in the current topology 𝑠𝑠𝑢𝑢𝑎𝑎𝑎𝑎𝑒𝑒𝑛𝑛𝑡𝑡𝑇𝑇𝐾𝐾𝑝𝑝𝐾𝐾𝑙𝑙𝐾𝐾𝑎𝑎𝑦𝑦 
matching the path information in the new packet 𝑝𝑝𝑎𝑎𝑠𝑠𝑙𝑙𝑒𝑒𝑡𝑡. If yes, there is no topology 
change. So we could directly use the existing path as the routing path of the new packet 
and only need to update the global variable ℎ𝑖𝑖𝑠𝑠𝑡𝑡𝐾𝐾𝑎𝑎𝑦𝑦𝑅𝑅𝐸𝐸 if necessary. If there is no 
matched exist path for the new packet, it means the routing path for the new packet didn’t 
follow the same path as the last packet from the same sensor node. Its routing path may 
contain a new shortcut. Based on what we observe from the testbed data set, the new 
shortcut/edge in the routing path may have already be recovered in the previous 
collection cycles although it is new for the current data cycle. If we reuse the recovered 
edges information from the historical collection cycles, it might help to reduce the effort 




However there might be a large number of the historically recovered edges, we could 
only examine the ones which most likely to be reused to make our algorithm more 
efficient. The function getRE(ℎ𝑖𝑖𝑠𝑠𝑡𝑡𝐾𝐾𝑎𝑎𝑦𝑦𝑅𝑅𝐸𝐸, 𝑙𝑙𝑖𝑖𝑚𝑚𝑖𝑖𝑡𝑡) is used to choose the historically 
recovered edges with the limit edge number 𝑙𝑙𝑖𝑖𝑚𝑚𝑖𝑖𝑡𝑡 for each node, i.e. if the value of 𝑙𝑙𝑖𝑖𝑚𝑚𝑖𝑖𝑡𝑡  
is 3, at most 3 previously recovered links will be chosen for each start node, called 
𝑠𝑠𝑢𝑢𝑎𝑎𝑎𝑎𝑒𝑒𝑛𝑛𝑡𝑡𝑅𝑅𝐸𝐸. According to the properties of different WSNs, different strategies could be 
used to update the 𝑠𝑠𝑢𝑢𝑎𝑎𝑎𝑎𝑒𝑒𝑛𝑛𝑡𝑡𝑅𝑅𝐸𝐸historical recovered edges. In our empirical study, we test 
two strategies for the getRE(ℎ𝑖𝑖𝑠𝑠𝑡𝑡𝐾𝐾𝑎𝑎𝑦𝑦𝑅𝑅𝐸𝐸, 𝑙𝑙𝑖𝑖𝑚𝑚𝑖𝑖𝑡𝑡) function, 1) choosing the latest recovered 
edges and 2) choosing the most frequent recovered edges. We also examine how the size 
of  𝑠𝑠𝑢𝑢𝑎𝑎𝑎𝑎𝑒𝑒𝑛𝑛𝑡𝑡𝑅𝑅𝐸𝐸 , 𝑙𝑙𝑖𝑖𝑚𝑚𝑖𝑖𝑡𝑡 , would affect the performance of our RTU algorithm. With 
𝑠𝑠𝑢𝑢𝑎𝑎𝑎𝑎𝑒𝑒𝑛𝑛𝑡𝑡𝑅𝑅𝐸𝐸, function findPath(𝑝𝑝𝑎𝑎𝑠𝑠𝑙𝑙𝑒𝑒𝑡𝑡, 𝑠𝑠𝑢𝑢𝑎𝑎𝑎𝑎𝑒𝑒𝑛𝑛𝑡𝑡𝑇𝑇𝐾𝐾𝑝𝑝𝐾𝐾𝑙𝑙𝐾𝐾𝑎𝑎𝑦𝑦 , 𝑠𝑠𝑢𝑢𝑎𝑎𝑎𝑎𝑒𝑒𝑛𝑛𝑡𝑡𝑅𝑅𝐸𝐸) is used to find 
the routing path for the packet. The function findPath will first try to use the edges in 
𝑠𝑠𝑢𝑢𝑎𝑎𝑎𝑎𝑒𝑒𝑛𝑛𝑡𝑡𝑅𝑅𝐸𝐸 to find a matched path for the packet (note, no new shortcut is considered yet 
at this step). If no matched path is found, it will try to find a matched path with at most 
one new shortcut based on 𝑠𝑠𝑢𝑢𝑎𝑎𝑎𝑎𝑒𝑒𝑛𝑛𝑡𝑡𝑇𝑇𝐾𝐾𝑝𝑝𝐾𝐾𝑙𝑙𝐾𝐾𝑎𝑎𝑦𝑦. If a matched path is found for the packet, 
we update the historically recovered edges and the current topology. Otherwise, this 







getExistPath(𝑝𝑝𝑎𝑎𝑠𝑠𝑙𝑙𝑒𝑒𝑡𝑡, 𝑠𝑠𝑢𝑢𝑎𝑎𝑎𝑎𝑒𝑒𝑛𝑛𝑡𝑡𝑇𝑇𝐾𝐾𝑝𝑝𝐾𝐾𝑙𝑙𝐾𝐾𝑎𝑎𝑦𝑦): Find the existing path in 𝑠𝑠𝑢𝑢𝑎𝑎𝑎𝑎𝑒𝑒𝑛𝑛𝑡𝑡𝑇𝑇𝐾𝐾𝑝𝑝𝐾𝐾𝑙𝑙𝐾𝐾𝑎𝑎𝑦𝑦  
for the arriving 𝑝𝑝𝑎𝑎𝑠𝑠𝑙𝑙𝑒𝑒𝑡𝑡 and check whether the routing path related parameters  
(parent node ID, hop number and measurement metrics) matches the information  
in the 𝑝𝑝𝑎𝑎𝑠𝑠𝑙𝑙𝑒𝑒𝑡𝑡. If yes, return the existing path; otherwise, return 𝑁𝑁𝑢𝑢𝑙𝑙𝑙𝑙 .  
getRE(ℎ𝑖𝑖𝑠𝑠𝑡𝑡𝐾𝐾𝑎𝑎𝑦𝑦𝑅𝑅𝐸𝐸, 𝑙𝑙𝑖𝑖𝑚𝑚𝑖𝑖𝑡𝑡): Choose the end nodes in ℎ𝑖𝑖𝑠𝑠𝑡𝑡𝐾𝐾𝑎𝑎𝑦𝑦𝑅𝑅𝐸𝐸 for each start node  
according to the properties of the WSN and the maximum number of the end  
nodes for each start nodes is 𝑙𝑙𝑖𝑖𝑚𝑚𝑖𝑖𝑡𝑡. 
findPath(𝑝𝑝𝑎𝑎𝑠𝑠𝑙𝑙𝑒𝑒𝑡𝑡, 𝑠𝑠𝑢𝑢𝑎𝑎𝑎𝑎𝑒𝑒𝑛𝑛𝑡𝑡𝑇𝑇𝐾𝐾𝑝𝑝𝐾𝐾𝑙𝑙𝐾𝐾𝑎𝑎𝑦𝑦, 𝑠𝑠𝑢𝑢𝑎𝑎𝑎𝑎𝑒𝑒𝑛𝑛𝑡𝑡𝑅𝑅𝐸𝐸): Find a path matched the  
measurements for the originally sending node of 𝑝𝑝𝑎𝑎𝑠𝑠𝑙𝑙𝑒𝑒𝑡𝑡 according to the edges in  
𝑠𝑠𝑢𝑢𝑎𝑎𝑎𝑎𝑒𝑒𝑛𝑛𝑡𝑡𝑅𝑅𝐸𝐸 or the A-tree based on 𝑠𝑠𝑢𝑢𝑎𝑎𝑎𝑎𝑒𝑒𝑛𝑛𝑡𝑡𝑇𝑇𝐾𝐾𝑝𝑝𝐾𝐾𝑙𝑙𝐾𝐾𝑎𝑎𝑦𝑦. Return 𝑁𝑁𝑢𝑢𝑙𝑙𝑙𝑙  if no 
matched path is found. 
Function RTU (𝑝𝑝𝑎𝑎𝑠𝑠𝑙𝑙𝑒𝑒𝑡𝑡) 
1: 𝑝𝑝𝑎𝑎𝑡𝑡ℎ←getExistPath(𝑝𝑝𝑎𝑎𝑠𝑠𝑙𝑙𝑒𝑒𝑡𝑡, 𝑠𝑠𝑢𝑢𝑎𝑎𝑎𝑎𝑒𝑒𝑛𝑛𝑡𝑡𝑇𝑇𝐾𝐾𝑝𝑝𝐾𝐾𝑙𝑙𝐾𝐾𝑎𝑎𝑦𝑦);  
2: if (𝑝𝑝𝑎𝑎𝑡𝑡ℎ ≠ 𝑁𝑁𝑢𝑢𝑙𝑙𝑙𝑙) then ℎ𝑖𝑖𝑠𝑠𝑡𝑡𝐾𝐾𝑎𝑎𝑦𝑦𝑅𝑅𝐸𝐸←updateRE(𝑝𝑝𝑎𝑎𝑡𝑡ℎ); return 𝑝𝑝𝑎𝑎𝑡𝑡ℎ; 
3: 𝑠𝑠𝑢𝑢𝑎𝑎𝑎𝑎𝑒𝑒𝑛𝑛𝑡𝑡𝑅𝑅𝐸𝐸←getRE(ℎ𝑖𝑖𝑠𝑠𝑡𝑡𝐾𝐾𝑎𝑎𝑦𝑦𝑅𝑅𝐸𝐸, 𝑙𝑙𝑖𝑖𝑚𝑚𝑖𝑖𝑡𝑡); 
4: 𝑝𝑝𝑎𝑎𝑡𝑡ℎ←findPath(𝑝𝑝𝑎𝑎𝑠𝑠𝑙𝑙𝑒𝑒𝑡𝑡, 𝑠𝑠𝑢𝑢𝑎𝑎𝑎𝑎𝑒𝑒𝑛𝑛𝑡𝑡𝑇𝑇𝐾𝐾𝑝𝑝𝐾𝐾𝑙𝑙𝐾𝐾𝑎𝑎𝑦𝑦, 𝑠𝑠𝑢𝑢𝑎𝑎𝑎𝑎𝑒𝑒𝑛𝑛𝑡𝑡𝑅𝑅𝐸𝐸);  
5: if (𝑝𝑝𝑎𝑎𝑡𝑡ℎ ≠ 𝑁𝑁𝑢𝑢𝑙𝑙𝑙𝑙) 
6: then  
7:       ℎ𝑖𝑖𝑠𝑠𝑡𝑡𝐾𝐾𝑎𝑎𝑦𝑦𝑅𝑅𝐸𝐸←updateRE(𝑝𝑝𝑎𝑎𝑡𝑡ℎ); 
8:       𝑠𝑠𝑢𝑢𝑎𝑎𝑎𝑎𝑒𝑒𝑛𝑛𝑡𝑡𝑇𝑇𝐾𝐾𝑝𝑝𝐾𝐾𝑙𝑙𝐾𝐾𝑎𝑎𝑦𝑦←updateTopology(𝑠𝑠𝑢𝑢𝑎𝑎𝑎𝑎𝑒𝑒𝑛𝑛𝑡𝑡𝑇𝑇𝐾𝐾𝑝𝑝𝐾𝐾𝑙𝑙𝐾𝐾𝑎𝑎𝑦𝑦, 𝑝𝑝𝑎𝑎𝑡𝑡ℎ); 




10:      𝑢𝑢𝑛𝑛𝑅𝑅𝑒𝑒𝑠𝑠𝐾𝐾𝑣𝑣𝑒𝑒𝑎𝑎𝑆𝑆𝑒𝑒𝑡𝑡←{𝑝𝑝𝑎𝑎𝑠𝑠𝑙𝑙𝑒𝑒𝑡𝑡} ∪ 𝑢𝑢𝑛𝑛𝑅𝑅𝑒𝑒𝑠𝑠𝐾𝐾𝑣𝑣𝑒𝑒𝑎𝑎𝑆𝑆𝑒𝑒𝑡𝑡; 
11: return 𝑝𝑝𝑎𝑎𝑡𝑡ℎ; 
Figure 7.2 RTU algorithm 
 
 
7.3.2 An illustration example 
Example 7.1 Figure 7.3 shows how the RTU algorithm works for a network with 5 nodes 
where the sink is node 0. Figure (a) shows the current topology 𝑠𝑠𝑢𝑢𝑎𝑎𝑎𝑎𝑒𝑒𝑛𝑛𝑡𝑡𝑇𝑇𝐾𝐾𝑝𝑝𝐾𝐾𝑙𝑙𝐾𝐾𝑎𝑎𝑦𝑦  is {�𝑒𝑒1,0�, �𝑒𝑒2,0�, �𝑒𝑒3,2, 𝑒𝑒2,0�, �𝑒𝑒4,3, 𝑒𝑒3,2, 𝑒𝑒2,0�}. We assume this is for the first collection cycle 
so the historically recovered edges set ℎ𝑖𝑖𝑠𝑠𝑡𝑡𝐾𝐾𝑎𝑎𝑦𝑦𝑅𝑅𝐸𝐸 is {�𝑒𝑒1,0�, �𝑒𝑒2,0�, �𝑒𝑒3,2�, �𝑒𝑒4,3�}. Note in 
this example, we only consider the latest distinguished recovered edges for ℎ𝑖𝑖𝑠𝑠𝑡𝑡𝐾𝐾𝑎𝑎𝑦𝑦𝑅𝑅𝐸𝐸. If 
the frequency of each edge needs to be considered, the value of ℎ𝑖𝑖𝑠𝑠𝑡𝑡𝐾𝐾𝑎𝑎𝑦𝑦𝑅𝑅𝐸𝐸 will be {�{𝑒𝑒1,0, 1}�, �{𝑒𝑒2,0, 3}�, �{𝑒𝑒3,2, 2}�, �{𝑒𝑒4,3, 1}�}. If the next packet 𝑝𝑝𝑎𝑎𝑠𝑠𝑙𝑙𝑒𝑒𝑡𝑡 is �2,0,1, {3,3}� 
where each packet contains the information for the node ID, parent ID, hop number and 
the measurement values respectively. The path obtained from the call of function 
getExistPath(𝑝𝑝𝑎𝑎𝑠𝑠𝑙𝑙𝑒𝑒𝑡𝑡 , 𝑠𝑠𝑢𝑢𝑎𝑎𝑎𝑎𝑒𝑒𝑛𝑛𝑡𝑡𝑇𝑇𝐾𝐾𝑝𝑝𝐾𝐾𝑙𝑙𝐾𝐾𝑎𝑎𝑦𝑦) will be {𝑒𝑒2,0} which matches the packet info 
in 𝑝𝑝𝑎𝑎𝑠𝑠𝑙𝑙𝑒𝑒𝑡𝑡. So the current topology will be the same as Figure (a) and the historically 
recovered edges ℎ𝑖𝑖𝑠𝑠𝑡𝑡𝐾𝐾𝑎𝑎𝑦𝑦𝑅𝑅𝐸𝐸 won’t change. Later another packet �3,0,1, {11,11}� arrives 
at the sink. There is no exist matched path for this packet in the current topology. The 
path {𝑒𝑒3,0} will be found for this packet and the current topology will be updated as in 
Figure (b) while ℎ𝑖𝑖𝑠𝑠𝑡𝑡𝐾𝐾𝑎𝑎𝑦𝑦𝑅𝑅𝐸𝐸 will be updated to {�𝑒𝑒1,0�, �𝑒𝑒2,0�, �𝑒𝑒3,0, 𝑒𝑒3,2�, �𝑒𝑒4,3�}. Similarly, 




current topology will be updated as Figure (c). The edge 𝑒𝑒3,2 will be removed from the 
current topology since no path will contain it anymore but it has been recorded in 
ℎ𝑖𝑖𝑠𝑠𝑡𝑡𝐾𝐾𝑎𝑎𝑦𝑦𝑅𝑅𝐸𝐸. If the next packet is �4,3,3, {21,11}�, the routing path for node 4 changes 
again. The currently recovered edges 𝑠𝑠𝑢𝑢𝑎𝑎𝑎𝑎𝑒𝑒𝑛𝑛𝑡𝑡𝑅𝑅𝐸𝐸 will be same as ℎ𝑖𝑖𝑠𝑠𝑡𝑡𝐾𝐾𝑎𝑎𝑦𝑦𝑅𝑅𝐸𝐸 if the value 
of 𝑙𝑙𝑖𝑖𝑚𝑚𝑖𝑖𝑡𝑡 is no less than 2. The routing path will be easily found with the limited edges in 
𝑠𝑠𝑢𝑢𝑎𝑎𝑎𝑎𝑒𝑒𝑛𝑛𝑡𝑡𝑅𝑅𝐸𝐸. Without such historically recovered edges information, we need to search 
the potential new shortcuts to find the routing path for it. 
 
 
Figure 7.3 An illustrative example for RTU 
 
 
7.4 Complexity Analysis 
 In this section, we will discuss the complexity of both the PRTU algorithm and 
the RTU algorithm. The complexity of the PRTU algorithm is same as the INS-RTR 
algorithm which is 𝑂𝑂(𝑛𝑛ℎ𝑙𝑙𝑖𝑖𝑙𝑙𝑖𝑖𝑙𝑙 ) with the hop number limit ℎ𝑙𝑙𝑖𝑖𝑚𝑚𝑖𝑖𝑡𝑡 .  
The complexity of the RTU algorithm depends on the function findPath(𝑝𝑝𝑎𝑎𝑠𝑠𝑙𝑙𝑒𝑒𝑡𝑡, 




current topology and no matched path found from the current recovered edges set. So it 
will need to try the potential new shortcuts to find a matched routing path with at most 
one new shortcut. In such a worst case, the complexity of the function findPath is same 
the function buildATree which is 𝑂𝑂(𝑛𝑛ℎ𝑙𝑙𝑖𝑖𝑙𝑙𝑖𝑖𝑙𝑙 ) in Chapter 6. So the complexity for the RTU 
algorithm is also 𝑂𝑂(𝑛𝑛ℎ𝑙𝑙𝑖𝑖𝑙𝑙𝑖𝑖𝑙𝑙 ). However, it is highly possible to find the matched path from 
the current recovered edges 𝑠𝑠𝑢𝑢𝑎𝑎𝑎𝑎𝑒𝑒𝑛𝑛𝑡𝑡𝑅𝑅𝐸𝐸 set in practice. The edge number limit 𝑙𝑙𝑖𝑖𝑚𝑚𝑖𝑖𝑡𝑡 in 
𝑠𝑠𝑢𝑢𝑎𝑎𝑎𝑎𝑒𝑒𝑛𝑛𝑡𝑡𝑅𝑅𝐸𝐸 is a constant, so the maximum number of the possible paths for a given node 
will be 𝑂𝑂(𝑙𝑙𝑖𝑖𝑚𝑚𝑖𝑖𝑡𝑡ℎ𝑙𝑙𝑖𝑖𝑙𝑙𝑖𝑖𝑙𝑙 ) = 𝑂𝑂(1) where ℎ𝑙𝑙𝑖𝑖𝑚𝑚𝑖𝑖𝑡𝑡 is the maximum hop number limit. That is, 
the complexity of the RTU algorithm is 𝑂𝑂(1) for most packets in practice. 
 
7.5 Empirical Study 
7.5.1 Comparison between two edge choosing strategies 
 We will use the two testbed data sets from our real-world WSN testbed described 
and used in Chapter 6 to examine our RTU algorithm. Packet Set 1 contains about 30 
thousands packets received at the periods of [2013-11-30, 2013-12-05] and the first cycle 
contains 58 packets. Packet Set 2 contains about 135 thousands packets received at the 
period of [2014-02-21, 2014-03-19] and the first cycle contains 24 packets. With the 
advantage of the RTU algorithm, the packets won’t need to be partitioned into different 
data cycles as in Chapter 6. After recovered the first cycle, each packet will be recovered 
real-time when it arrives at the sink, rather than waiting until the end of that data 
collection cycle.  
In this empirical study, we focus on how the different edge choosing strategies 




performance of our algorithm. Two edge choosing strategies are compared: 1) the latest 
distinguished recovered edges and 2) the most frequent recovered edges. Figure 7.4 (a) 
and (b) show the running time per packet and compare the both edge choosing strategies 
based on increasing edge number 𝑙𝑙𝑖𝑖𝑚𝑚𝑖𝑖𝑡𝑡  in 𝑠𝑠𝑢𝑢𝑎𝑎𝑎𝑎𝑒𝑒𝑛𝑛𝑡𝑡𝑅𝑅𝐸𝐸 for Packet Set 1 and Packet Set 2 
respectively; while the number of the unrecovered packets for these two packets sets are 
in Figure (c) and (d) respectively. Here all the recovered packets are verified to be the 
correct recoveries. So the error rate of the RTU algorithm depends on the number of the 
unrecovered packets. 
As shown in Figure 7.4, we can see the number of the unrecovered packets 
reduces as the edge number limit  increases, that is, there is more chance to  recover the 
routing paths from the edges of each node’s 𝑠𝑠𝑢𝑢𝑎𝑎𝑎𝑎𝑒𝑒𝑛𝑛𝑡𝑡𝑅𝑅𝐸𝐸 when there are more candidates 
edges in the 𝑠𝑠𝑢𝑢𝑎𝑎𝑎𝑎𝑒𝑒𝑛𝑛𝑡𝑡𝑅𝑅𝐸𝐸. The relationship between the running time and the edge number 
limit is more complicate. When the edge number limit increases, on one hand, the 
running time may increase because there will be more path candidates; on the other hand, 
the running time may reduce since the increased hit chance to find the edges in 
𝑠𝑠𝑢𝑢𝑎𝑎𝑎𝑎𝑒𝑒𝑛𝑛𝑡𝑡𝑅𝑅𝐸𝐸 for the routing path. Overall, we can observe there is an optimal value of the 
edge number limit for each edge choosing strategy for each tested packet set in Figure 7.4. 
The running time will increase along with the edge number limit until reaching an 
optimal size of 𝑠𝑠𝑢𝑢𝑎𝑎𝑎𝑎𝑒𝑒𝑛𝑛𝑡𝑡𝑅𝑅𝐸𝐸 where the number of the unrecovered packets drops to zero 
first time. Then the running time will increase again as the edge number limit increases. 
For example, the optimal value of the edge number limit of 𝑠𝑠𝑢𝑢𝑎𝑎𝑎𝑎𝑒𝑒𝑛𝑛𝑡𝑡𝑅𝑅𝐸𝐸 for the edge 
choosing strategy based on the latest is 6 for Packet Set 1. When the edge number limit is 




dropped to 1.2 milliseconds which is the shortest one without unrecovered packet. Such 
optimal value of the edge number limit could be chosen when running the RTU algorithm 
on the previous received packets and be used for recovering the future packets. 
We can also see the edge choosing strategy based on the latest has better 
performance on both the running time and the number of the unrecovered packets than 
the edge choosing strategy based on the frequency for most cases in Figure 7.4. It shows 
the temporal correlations among routing paths in our testbed.  
 






7.5.2 Comparison among MNT, Pathfinder and RTU 
We also compare our RTU algorithm with the other two path inference methods 
in WSNs, MNT[13] and Pathfinder[16]. Here we randomly picked up one day (2014-03-
19) and used the packets collected on that day for our examination. There are totally 4862 
packets received at the sink on that day. The first 52 packets were received in the first 15 
minutes of that collection day and they are used as the first cycle in our PRTU algorithm 
to get the initial topology. In this examination, we use the latest distinguished recovered 
edges as our edge choosing strategy and the edge number 𝑙𝑙𝑖𝑖𝑚𝑚𝑖𝑖𝑡𝑡  is 3. The successful 
recovery ratios of these three algorithms are shown in Table 7.1. The testbed 
performances of MNT and Pathfinder are much better than their simulation ones in 
section 5.5.3 due to two main reasons. One reason is that the routing dynamics across 
collection cycles are low in our testbed data set. Another reason is that most of the 
packets in our testbed arrive at the sink in sequence. So MNT and Pathfinder can achieve 
a relatively good successful recovery ratio for the testbed. However, some packets don’t 
arrive at the sink in sequence. These packets cause the reconstruction failures in MNT 
and Pathfinder.  Our RTU algorithm is able to handle such non-sequential packets and 





Table 7.1 Testbed comparison among MNT, Pathfinder and RTU 







 In this chapter, we shows the details of the Routing Topology Update (RTU) 
algorithm and its prepare algorithm (PRTU). The initial topology of the WSN is 
recovered by the PRTU algorithm and the updated/changes of the topology is recovered 
by the RTU algorithm for each packet on real-time. The complexity of the RTU 
algorithm for each packet is approved to be 𝑂𝑂(1) for most cases in practice. We also 
show the performance of the RTU algorithm and examine how the edge choosing 
strategy and the edge number limit affects the performance in the empirical study. Our 
RTU algorithm is also compared with MNT and Pathfinder using the real world testbed 
data. This comparison result shows our RTU algorithm has a better performance than the 




8 SUMMARY AND FUTURE WORK 
8.1 Summary 
In this thesis, we have proposed novel approaches to WSN dynamic routing 
topology inference/tomography from indirect measurements observed at the data sink. 
We formulate the problem from compressed sensing perspective in an innovative way. 
We devise a suite of algorithms to recover routing topology for the packets arrived in 
sequence at the sink. The complexity analyses of our algorithms are provided. We 
conduct empirical studies on our devised recovery algorithms and the simulation results 
are promising.   
We further devise a suite of algorithms to reconstruct the packet path at the sink 
for both reliable and lossy non-synchronized WSNs when the order of received packets at 
the sink may not necessarily reflect the real sequential property of the received packets. 
One unique strength of our algorithms is that they are able to reconstruct loops in per-
packet paths, which would be very helpful for WSN diagnosis and performance analysis 
of routing protocols. Rigorous complexity analysis of our algorithms is given. Our 
approach and algorithm are thoroughly evaluated in a real-world outdoor WSN testbed 
using more than 200 thousands of received packets, achieving successful reconstruction 
rates of higher than 96% for extremely dynamic routing cases with shortcuts. The 




 compared our algorithm with MNT and Pathfinder based on the simulations for not only 
routing dynamics during each data collection cycle, but also extremely high routing 
dynamics across collection cycles. The successful recovery ratio of our algorithm is much 
higher than MNT and Pathfinder. 
Finally, we discuss how to efficiently update the routing topology according to 
the path measurements received in the sink in the previous cycles of data collection. The 
effects of two edge choosing strategies and different edge number limit are shown in the 
empirical study. We also compare our RTU algorithm with MNT and Pathfinder based on 
the testbed data. 
 
8.2 Future Work 
Our current work has solved the network routing topology inference problem 
when there is at most one new shortcut introduce by an individual packet routing path.  In 
our future work, we plan to further extend our algorithms to deal with multiple new 
shortcuts in an individual packet routing path.  
Another future work would be to find some other edge labeling functions and 
measurement metrics to reduce the probability of tie paths. We observed that the 
possibility to have ties is very low when two measurement metrics are used based on our 
edge labeling function. However, we do find a tie example even with two measurement 
metrics. Ideally, it will be one measurement metric instead of two to reduce the 
measurement calculation cost and the overhead bytes in the data packet. This 




Reducing the complexity of the INS-RTR algorithm could be another good 
direction in future. Theoretically, the complexity of our INS-RTR algorithm is 𝑂𝑂(𝑛𝑛ℎ𝑙𝑙𝑖𝑖𝑙𝑙𝑖𝑖𝑙𝑙 ). 
When the hop number limit ℎ𝑙𝑙𝑖𝑖𝑚𝑚𝑖𝑖𝑡𝑡  is a large number, the performance of the current INS-
RTR algorithm might not be very good. It will be good to improve the INS-RTR 
algorithm and reduce its complexity. 
It may also be worth trying to use the linear programming methods to 
approximate integer programming to recovery the routing paths. Integer linear 
programming gives us the expect result but it is a NP-complete problem. We tried to do 
the recovery by using some linear programming method but got fractional values for the 
edges instead of the expect 0/1 values. The approximate linear programming methods 
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